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Chapter I
Introduction
1.1 Background
Gears may fail, or cease to be useful by several means. According to experts in
the gearing field, the most common modes of failure are:
1. Fracture due to bending fatigue
2. Fracture due to impact
3. Surface wear
4. Surface pitting
Bending fatigue failures are perhaps the most serious from the viewpoint of the machine
operator because when the tooth breaks, the machine becomes partially or completely
inoperable due to the lack of a constant gear mesh. The customer generally takes a very
dim view of gear tooth bending failures, even if the gear has operated in heavy service
for several thousand hours. Gear bending failures must be avoided if the integrity of the
product is to be maintained.
Gear bending fatigue life may be influenced by factors such as dimensional
variations between mating gears, variations in manufacturing tolerances, wear on splines,
shafts and bearings, and deflection of shafts, bearings, and housings. Bending fatigue
may be simulated in the laboratory by two methods. The first is a rotating bending
fatigue test in which the gear is run in mesh with another gear, simulating actual use.
This test has the advantage of simulating the actual loads applied during the gear service
life, but it has some disadvantages. It is time consuming, requires testing the entire
2gear,and addsthe risk of surfacedamagewhich could influencethe bendingfatigue
results. The secondtypeof testis a single-toothbendingfatiguetest. This procedure
applies cyclic loading near the tip of a tooth while the gear is held stationary by some
type of support. This procedure can be repeated with several teeth on each gear so that
many data points can be collected from each gear. This method also produces only
failures due to bending fatigue.
The fatigue life of a gear tooth can be thought of as the sum of the number of
cycles required to initiate a crack (Ni), plus, the number of cycles required to propagate
the crack to such a length that fracture occurs (Np).
N=Ni+Np
The factors that govern crack initiation are thought to be related to localized stress
or strain at a point, while propagation of a fatigue crack is a function of the crack tip
parameters such as crack shape, stress state, and stress intensity factor. During a test
there is no clear transition between initiation and propagation. The mechanisms of
initiation and propagation are quite different and modelling them separately produces a
higher degree of accuracy, but then the question that continually arises is "what is a
crack?" The total life prediction in a fracture mechanics model presently hinges on the
assumption of an initial crack length, and this length can significantly affect the total life
prediction. The size of the initial crack is generally taken to be in the range of 0.01 in. to
0.2 in. [Fuchs, 1980].
Several researchers have used various techniques to determine the beginning of
the crack propagation stage. Barhorst [ 1991 ]showed the relationship between dynamic
stiffness changes and crack propagation. Acoustic emissions, which are stress waves
produced by the sudden movement of stressed materials, have also been successfully
3usedto monitor the growth of cracksin tensileandfatigue specimensof [Dunegan,
Harris,andTetelman,1969;DuneganandTetelman,1974;Pollock, 1989]. Thepurpose
of this researchis to determinewhetheracousticemissionscanbe usedto define the
beginningof crack propagation in a gear using a single-tooth bending fatigue test.-
1.2 Literature Review
For many decades fatigue failures have challenged designers. Fatigue has been
the subject of numerous studies in aircraft, turbo-machinery, automotive, and gearing
applications. Bending fatigue is the number one cause of failure in gears and according
to Lester [1984] nearly one third of all gear failures are due to tooth bending fatigue.
Single-tooth bending fatigue is a widely used method for testing gear teeth. This
method eliminates the possibility of other failure modes and generally provides consistent
results. One of the difficulties of fatigue tests is determining when a crack is present.
Several non-destructive methods of crack detection exist.
Barton and Kusenberger [1971] suggest several methods of non-destructive
testing (NDT) and discuss the limitations of each. Magnetic particle testing may be used
for magnetic materials and can sometimes detect defects below the surface. The
detectable defects are on the order of 0.002 in. Liquid penetrants, which can be used on
any material are capable of locating surface defects as small as 0.00004 in.; however,
typical resolution is closer to 0.001 in. Ultrasonic inspection can locate surface and
subsurface flaws greater than 0.015 in. but is very difficult to use and is sometimes
unreliable on complicated geometries such as gears. Eddy current methods may be used
on metallic materials and can detect flaws as small as 0.010 in., but they are also very
geometry sensitive. Radiography, or x-ray, inspection is limited to the resolution of the
film, and the smallest flaws which can be detected are larger than 10% of the part
4thickness.Otherdetectionmethodsmentionedincludestraingages,opticalholography,
magneticperturbation,andradioactivegaspenetrantmethods.
Ermolov,Petrovanov,andVadkovskii[1989]havetestedseveralnondestructive
testing methodsfor welded aluminum parts. They observedthat by using visual
inspection at 7-10x magnificationsurfacedefectswith an openingof 0.005 mm and
length of 0.01 mm could be detectedwhen the surfacewas chemically etchedand
properlyprepared.This wasa veryslow andtediousprocess.They alsoobservedthat
by usingdyepenetrantinspectiononanetchedsurfacetheycoulddetectcrackswith an
openingof tenthsof a micrometer,depthof 0.01 mm, and length of 0.1 mm. Eddy
currentandultrasonicswerealsoinvestigatedbuthavelowersensitivitiesthanpreviously
describedmethods.
Another methodof determiningthe presenceof a crack is by monitoring the
complianceor stiffnessof thepart. Onemethodof determiningcomplianceis by usinga
compacttensiontest. Thismethodusesanotchedspecimenthatis loadedin tension. A
non cyclic load is applied and load, extension,and crack length are simultaneously
monitored. Thecomplianceof thespecimencanbeobtainedfrom aplot of loadversus
extension. The compliancecan thenbedirectly relatedto thecrack length. All of the
availableliteraturedealingwithcompliancemethodsusedacompactensionspecimenfor
thetest.
Nicholas,Ashbough,andWeerasooriya[1984]usedcompliancemeasurements
during creepandfatigue crack growthto predictcrack length. A lack of one-to-one
correspondencebetweencracklengthandcompliancewasobservedfor severalnickel-
basedsuperalloys. It wasproposedthat the causeof this unusualdatawasdueto a
complex three dimensional stress state which may also have been subject to
environmentalconditions.
5Barhorst[1991]determinedtherelationshipbetweencracklengthandgeartooth
stiffnessusing a singletooth bendingfatiguetest. This testusedanaccelerometerto
measuredynamicstiffnessasthetestprogressed.It wasshownthat by monitoring the
dynamic stiffness, initiation of a fatigue crack could be detected by a small-drop in
dynamic stiffness.
The final method of crack detection and propagation that was reviewed is the
monitoring of acoustic emissions. Pollock [1989] used acoustic emissions to correlate
emission count rate with strain in two metal matrix composites. Also, emissions were
monitored during tension testing of a welded joint to detect faulty joints. During this test
it was observed that emissions were recorded due to sliding between the part and fixture
and were eliminated when the part was clamped firmly.
Tatro [1971] points out that acoustic emission activity is most dramatic in high
strength brittle materials for which supplementary information is most needed. Softer
materials with higher ductility generally show less emission production. He also states
that the quantity of acoustic emission, its onset as a function of stress or strain, the point
at which its maximum occurs, and the broadness of the peak are all measures of material
behavior.
According to researchers at the Instron Corporation, when fatigue testing a
compact tension specimen, crack initiation is always accompanied by an increase in
acoustic emission output. They also found that in high strength steel the emissions
increase long before the crack is visible, while in lower strength steels the increase in
acoustic emissions coincides with the appearance of a fatigue crack. The recording of
emissions before a fatigue crack was visibly present was thought to be due to plastic
deformation near the crack tip. It was also observed that during a tensile test if the load
was reduced the emissions stopped and did not continue until the previous maximum
load was obtained.
6Green [1978] detectedfatigue cracksin a compacttensionspecimenof high
strengthsteel. Healsodetectedcorrosionflaking in apressurevesselwhile proof testing
by loadingthevesselto apressurehigherthantheoperatingpressurewhile observingthe
acousticemissioncount.
Duneganand Harris [1974] useda notchedfatigue specimen to study the
relationshipbetweencrackgrowthrate,cyclic stressintensityfactor, loadcycling rate,
and acousticemissionactivity. Theyfound that crackgrowth ratesof lessthan 10-6
in./cycle could bedetectedandthat acousticemissioncountsper cycle were closely
relatedto theenergyreleasedby crackextensionpercycle. Their resultsalso showed
thatfatiguecrackgrowthoccursin anacceleratinganddeceleratingmannereventhough
thestressintensityrangeremainsuniform. Theyalsodeterminedthattheemissioncount
ratepassesthroughapeakthatisbelievedtobeassociatedwithaplanestrain-planestress
transition. Theeffectof instrumentationsensitivityandfrequencybandpasswerealso
investigated,andit wasfoundthatacousticemissiontechniquesaresuitablefor avariety
of cyclically loadedstructures,evenin thepresenceof highbackgroundnoise.
Lenain [1979] describesa method for detecting the location of a flaw by
strategicallylocatingtwo ormoreacousticemissiontransducersandmeasuringthetime
for a stresswaveto arriveat thetransducers.Themostaccuratemethodfor determining
thelocationrequiresafour channelsystemwith threetransducersplacedattheverticies
of anequilateraltriangleandthefourthplacedin thecenterof thetriangle.
A paperby AE Internationaldescribedtheuseof twohighspeedmini- computers
and severalAE transducersto determineandlocateflaws in largepressurevessels.One
computeranalyzestheemissionsanddisplaysthemona video screenwhich hasbeen
programmedto display the structure,all welds, and any attachments. The other
computerperformsastatisticalanalysisof all of theincomingsignalsandprintsout the
location, relative significance,and statisticalaccuracyof the sourceson a hardcopy
7scaledlayout of the structure being inspected. The number of channels required can
range from 24 to over 100 depending on the size of the structure.
One method of detecting fatigue cracks called "proof testing" was investigated by
Dunegan, Harris, and Tetelman [1969]. They found that when a structure that has been
fatigue tested at cyclic stress, Sc, is proof tested at a higher stress, Sp., acoustic
emissions will only occur at stresses above the previous maximum stress. Thus, if the
structure is fatigue tested further and then proof tested at Sp, it will only show emissions
if a crack is present because the material at the crack tip will only have been exposed to a
maximum stress of Sc before the proof test. This method can be used to determine if a
fatigue crack is present as well as if it has grown since the last proof test. This technique
is used in aircraft and pressure vessel applications to warn of impending failures.
Lazarev and Rubinshtein [1989] used a microcomputer to record AE from a
compact tension specimen during fatigue tests. They found that the sources of AE during
loading of the specimen are: friction of the edges of a fatigue crack during its opening,
plastic deformation of material at the crack tip after opening of its edges, and crack
jumps. The loading fixture and loading surfaces were ground smooth and gear oil and
sound insulation were used on the loading clamps to reduce the effect of noise from the
drive. The spectrum of AE was analyzed and it was found that the AE pulse from a crack
jump was characterized by a relatively uniform spectrum extending to 1-2 MHz, while
plastic deformation and friction, which are the main portion of the AE energy, were
related to the low frequency part of the spectrum. They also observed changes in the AE
count rate and amplitude during tensile loading of 40 steel samples with pre-exising
fatigue cracks. Elastic loading was characterized by fine, random, small amplitude AE
surges. As plastic deformation began to take place, the count rate monotonically
increased due to plastic deformation at the crack tip. After a time the count rate began to
monotonically decrease because of exhaustion of material in which plastic deformation
8due to localized yielding was taking place. Very soonafter the count rate beganto
decrease,the amplitudeof theAE greatly increased. This was due to subcritical crack
extension as conf'trrned by fractography of the fracture surface. This work conftrrns that
plastic strains at the crack tip are characterized by continuous AE with a large number of
signals of small amplitude, and AE count rate provides the best information in this case.
Crack extension and jumps are characterized by single AE signals of high amplitude and
monitoring AE amplitude provides the best information.
Bowles [1989] investigated AE from rivet holes in the wing spar of an airplane
during simulated loading. He found that the total AE detected near a crack is not
representative of the cracking activity. It is not sufficient to monitor total activity
occurring in the region of the load cycle where AE due to a crack growth could occur.
This data must be compared to the level of AE during the entire load cycle. This research
did show significant increases in AE activity during the peak loads as compared with the
AE activity throughout the rest of the load cycle for crack sizes greater than 0.3-0.6 mm
deep.
Friesel [1989] used AE to distinguish between fretting failures and crack
propagation. He used a computer, two digital recorders, and a tape recorder to collect
and analyze the data. He calibrated the setup by inputting an impulse which he created by
breaking a 4 mm long piece of 0.03 mm pencil lead. After statistical analysis of the data
he determined that he could accurately distinguish between fretting or crack growth over
95% of the time by analyzing emissions. The five most important features used in
classification were signal rise time, amplitude, energy, autocorrelation, and power
spectral density.
1.3 Thesis Overview
This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter II describes possible non-
destructive testing methods for detecting and measuring fatigue cracks and results of
thesetestsarediscussed.
x-raydiffraction.
9
It alsodescribesthetheoryanduseof acousticemissionsand
ChapterIII containsadescriptionof thegearsandtestfixture usedthroughout
thetesting. Thetheorybehindsingletoothbendingfatiguetestsandtheproceduresused
in completing the experimentalwork arealsodescribed.Finally, an analysisof the
testingsystemis shown.
ChapterIV presentstheexperimentalresultsof thesingletooth bendingfatigue
tests and a discussion of these findings. ChapterV contains conclusions, and
recommendationsfor furtherstudy.
Chapter II
Fatigue Crack Detection Methods
2.1 Introduction
Several nondestructive methods exist for locating surface and subsurface cracks.
The methods that are discussed in this work are dye penetrant inspection, magnetic
particle inspection, eddy current, ultrasonic inspection, radiography, a stiffness method,
and acoustic emission. The principles, advantages, and limitations of each process will
be discussed in the following sections.
Shot peening, a method of introducing residual stresses into the surface of a part,
and x-ray diffraction, a method of measuring these residual stresses, are also discussed
in this chapter.
2.2 Dye Penetrant Inspection
The dye penetrant method of inspection uses a brightly colored dye to reveal
surface flaws. The method consists of at least five steps, shown in Fig. 2. The first step
is to apply the liquid penetrant to the area on the part where the flaw is located. The dye
then enters the flaw by capillary action and is allowed to penetrate for a few minutes.
Excess dye is removed from the surface by washing with either water or a solvent
depending on what type of penetrant is being used. At this point the flaw can sometimes
be detected by examining the part carefully.
The next step is to apply a developer which forms a film over the surface. The
developer acts as a blotter to accelerate the natural seepage of the penetrant out of the flaw
10
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andto spreadit out to enhance the penetrant indication. After the part is sufficiently
developed, the final step is inspection. The surface of the part is examined for any traces
of penetrant bleedback which would indicate some type of surface flaw. If a visible dye
is used as the penetrant, the part is inspected under white light. When fluorescent
penetrant is used, a dark inspection environment is needed, and a black (ultraviole0 light
is used for inspection. The penetrant will fluoresce brightly under black light indicating
surface flaws.
Part with Apply Remove
Flaw penetrant penetrant
Apply developer
Figure 2.1
Inspect
Dye Penetrant Inspection
Some of the advantages of dye pentrant inspection methods include: they are
easy to use, they are relatively inexpensive, and they are portable and can be used at the
test site. The main disadvantage of dye penetrants is that they only detect flaws open to
the surface. During a fatigue test, when the crack is very small, there are very large
forces holding the crack closed when the load is removed. This phenomenon is known a
crack closure. If dye penetrants are to be used to detect fatigue cracks, the load must be
applied during the entire inspection process to ensure that the crack is open to the surface.
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2.3 Magnetic Particle Inspection
Magnetic particle inspection, better known as Magnaflux TM, is a method of
detecting surface and sub-surface flaws in ferromagnetic (magnetizable) materials. It
depends on the fact that when a material is magnetized, discontinuities that lie transverse
to the magnetic field direction will cause a leakage field at and above the surface of the
part. This leakage field is detected by spreading a layer of fine ferromagnetic particles
over the surface. These particles are attracted to and held by the leakage field. These
particles form an outline around the defect and generally indicate its location, size, and
shape. The magnetic particles may be applied over the surface as either a dry powder or
in a carder such as water or oil.
Leakage
J Field
/
ZMagnetic Field Lines
Magnetic
Particles
Figure 2.2 Magnetic Particle Inspection
The magnetic particle method is a sensitive method for detecting small, shallow
cracks in ferromagnetic materials. Discontinuities that do not actually break through the
surface may also be detected. If a discontinuity is fine, sharp, and close to the surface, a
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clear indication will beproduced. If theflaw is deeper,a weakerindication will be
produced. The deeperthe flaw, the larger it mustbe to give a good indication when
usingthismethod.
Therearecertainlimitationsto usingmagneticparticleinspection.A few_f them
are indicated here. The methodcan only beusedon ferromagneticmaterialswhich
includeiron, steel,nickelandcobaltalloys. Nonferromagneticmaterials,which cannot
be inspectedusingmagneticparticlemethods,includealuminum,copper,magnesium,
titanium alloys, lead, and someaustenitic stainlesssteels. For best results the
magnetizationdirectionmustbenormalto theprincipalplaneof the discontinuity which
sometimes requires multiple magnetizations. Demagnetization is often required following
inspection.
Thin coatings including paint or nonmagnetic plating can significantly reduce
sensitivity of the inspection. Also large currents are sometimes required for very large
parts and local heating of parts may be significant. Finally, even though the method is
relatively simple, experience and skill are often required to judge the significance of an
indication.
2.4 Eddy Current Inspection
Eddy current inspection is based on the principle of magnetic induction. The
parts are inspected by passing an energized coil over the part and observing the changes
in electrical properties of the coil such as resistance, and inductance, as in Fig. 2.3. The
probe coil causes a magnetic field to be generated inside the test part, and this magnetic
field causes small currents called eddy currents to be generated inside the test part. These
eddy currents cause a magnetic field opposite to the field generated by the probe coil,
thus reducing the inductance and increasing the apparent resistance of the probe coil.
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The inductanceand resistancewill remainconstantas long asno defectsare
encountered. When the probemovesovera discontinuity, the eddy current field is
disrupted,and the inductanceand resistanceof the coil change. By measuringthe
changesin inductanceandresistance,the size,shape,andlocationof thedefectcanbe
determined.
Coil
Eddy
Currents
High Frequency
Flaw
AC Source
Test Part
Figure 2.3 Eddy Current Inspection Technique
The eddy current method is a very versatile inspection method that can be used on
any electrically conducting material. Because the principle of magnetic inductance is
used, direct contact between the probe and the part is not required. This method may
also be used to measure properties such as grain size, heat treatment condition, and
hardness. Eddy currents can also be used to detect cracks, inclusions, voids, and
differences in composition or microstructure.
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Oneof thedisadvantagesof usingeddycurrentinspectionis that, like magnetic
particle inspection,it is only usefulfor locatingdefectsat, or just below the surface.
Another disadvantage is that the method requires skilled operators to perform the
inspection and interpret the results. The other difficulty with the eddy current method is
that some variables in the material may cause instrument signals that mask defects or are
mistakenly identified as defects.
2.5 Ultrasonic Inspection
Ultrasonic inspection is one of the most widely used nondestructive inspection
methods. It is accomplished by introducing a beam of very high frequency sound waves
into a material and measuring the reflected or transmitted energy. When the sound waves
encounter a flaw, some of the energy is scattered and is not reflected or transmitted to the
sensing transducer.
There are typically three parameters that may be measured: attenuation of
reflected or transmitted sound waves, time of transit of sound waves from the point of
entry to the point of exit, or features in the spectral response of either the reflected or
transmitted waves. The most common parameter used is the transit time. If the speed of
sound in the test material is known, the distance to the flaw can be calculated by
measuring the dme of transit.
The basic equipment needed for ultrasonic testing is a signal generator, a
transducer that emits a series of ultrasonic waves, a couplant (similar to dish soap) which
will transfer energy from the transducer into the test part, a transducer (can be the same
as the transducer emitting ultrasonic waves) that will receive the reflected or transmitted
waves and convert them to a voltage output, an amplifier, a display such as a CRT to
record output, and a timer to trigger and control all of the elements of the system.
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An oscilloscopeis typically usedto displaytheresultsof the inspection. When
usinga singletransducer,if apulseis introducedinto the testspecimenandthereis no
flaw; two spikeswill appearon thescreen.The first is the initial pulse enteringthe
specimen,andthesecondis thereflectionof thewaveoff of theoppositesideof thepart.
If the surfacesare smooth,nearly 100%of theenergy is reflected from a solid/gas
interface. If a flaw is present,a thirdpulsewill beobservedon thescreenindicatingthe
relativelocationof theflaw.
Transducer _r
I
Flaw _
Initial
pulse
I Timer
t
Flaw
Scope
Bottom Surface
Figure 2.4 Ultrasonic Inspection Method
The main advantage of ultrasonic inspection is superior penetrating power that
allows detection of flaws deep in the part. High sensitivity can also be achieved to detect
extremely small flaws. Compared to other inspection methods, greater accuracy is
possible for determining location, size, orientation, shape, and nature of internal defects.
Another significant advantage in some cases is that access to only one surface is
necessary.
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Oneof the limitationsof ultrasonictestingis that experiencedtechniciansare
neededto interprettheresults.Anotherdisadvantageis thatdiscontinuitiesthatoccurjust
below the surfacemay not bedetectable.Otherlimitations are: parts that are rough,
irregularly shaped,very thin, or not homogeneousmay be difficult to inspect, and
finally, couplantis neededto insuregoodtransferof the ultrasonicwavesbetweenthe
transducerandthepart.
2.6 Radiography
Radiography, otherwise known as x-ray inspection, refers to the absorption of
penetrating radiation by the test part. There are two methods of inspecting a part using
either x-rays or gamma-rays. The first and most widely known is the film method. This
method involves exposing the test part to a radiation source and recording on
radiographic film the image of the radiation that is not absorbed. Another technique
involves real-time imaging in which the unabsorbed radiation is converted to an electronic
signal and displayed on a viewing screen or computer monitor. When using real-time
radiography, the part can be rotated so that it may be inspected from different directions.
Radiation is absorbed to differing degrees by the test piece depending on
thickness, density, and variations in composition. When a flaw is present, more or less
radiation is absorbed so the amount of radiation penetrating the part and reaching the film
will differ near the flaw. There are several disadvantages to radiography method
including very high cost and the danger of exposure to harmful radiation.
Radiography can only detect flaws which have a significant length in the direction
parallel to the x-ray beam. This makes several exposures at different angles necessary
for complete inspection. Features that consist of a 1% or greater difference in absorption
compared with surrounding areas can sometimes be detected with very sensitive
equipment. Another limitation of radiography is that irregular part shapes often lead to
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confusinganddifficult to interpretresults. Radiographydoesnot provide sufficient
accuracyto determinetheinitiation of fatiguecracks,due to their small sizeand the
irregularshapeof gears,sothismethodwasnotusedin this research.
2.7 System Stiffness Method
The stiffness of a spring is a measure of the force developed in the spring per unit
displacement. Compliance is the reciprocal if stiffness. Compliance is usually measured
by using a compact tension specimen. This is a tensile specimen in which a notch is cut
to provide a large stress concentration so that a crack will initiate at the notch tip. The
specimen is loaded in tension and the load, deflection, and crack length are measured,
and a plot of load versus displacement is constructed. The compliance of the specimen
can be determined from the slope of the load-displacement curve.
In this research, as in that of Barhorst [1991], a slightly different method was
used. Instead of measuring the displacement, the second derivative of displacement with
respect to time, or acceleration (a) was measured and plotted against load. The ratio of
load to acceleration (F/a) is called inertance. Because the testing was completed at a
constant frequency, the inertance can be multiplied by the square of the testing frequency
(o_2) to obtain system stiffness.
During fatigue testing, the system stiffness and life of the gear teeth were
monitored for a cyclic load with constant maximum amplitude. An accelerometer was
screw mounted to the test fixture to monitor acceleration of the fixture. The load being
applied and the resulting acceleration of the test fixture were input to a spectrum analyzer
and the frequency responnse (F/a) at the testing frequency was recorded by a computer.
When a crack began to propagate, the acceleration for a given load increased causing the
ratio of force to acceleration to decrease. Thus, the system stiffness of the gear and
fixture decreased. The correlation between stiffness decrease and crack length was then
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determinedsothat thecrack lengthcould beestimatedfrom the reductionin dynamic
stiffness.
2.8 Acoustic Emissions
Acoustic emissions (AE) are small amplitude transient elastic stress waves
resulting from a sudden release of energy during deformation and failure processes in
stressed materials. They are used to give early warning of failure or to monitor plastic
deformation and fracture of materials. AE can be compared to measuring seismic activity
in the earth in order to predict earthquakes, with AE measurement being on a much
smaller scale.
The classic sources of AE are crack growth and plastic deformation. Sudden
movement at the source produces a stress wave which radiate outward into the structure
and excites a piezoelectric transducer. As the stress in the material is increased, many
more emissions are produced.
The source of AE energy is the elastic stress field in a material, and without
stress, no emissions occur. Inspection must therefore be carried out using controlled
loading of the structure in the form of a proof load before service, controlled variation of
load while the part is in service, fatigue tests, creep tests or a complex loading program.
Acoustic emission inspection differs from other nondestructive testing methods in
two respects. First, the signal originates in the material itself rather than from an external
source. The second difference is that AE detects movement while other nondestructive
methods detect geometrical discontinuities. There is often no single nondestructive
testing method that will provide all of the information necessary and two methods are
often combined. Because AE is so different from most other methods, it works very
well in combination with them.
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Oneof themajoradvantagesof AE is thatthewholevolumeof thepart canbe
inspectedin a singleloadingcycle. It is not necessaryto scanthe surfacein searchof
local defects. A suitable number of sensors are simply attached to the surface at a
distance of between 4 and 20 feet apart and the structure is loaded. Global AE inspection
is typically used to identify areas with problems and then other nondestructive methods
are used to determine exactly the nature and size of the defect. Acoustic emission testing
is more material sensitive and less geometry sensitive than other nondestructive testing
methods. Some of the disadvantages of AE are that it requires stress and it is very
sensitive to noise.
Some of the sources of AE are plastic deformation (dislocation movement, grain
boundary slip, twinning, etc.), phase transformations (martensitic), crack initiation and
growth, and friction. The typical frequency range of AE is 20 to 1200 kHz and the
equipment is highly sensitive to any kind of movement in this frequency range. Many
techniques have been developed for discriminating between failure processes and noise
[Pollock, 1989].
Acoustic emission sensors are typically piezoelectric crystals that convert
movement into an electrical voltage. The crystal is housed in an enclosure and a wear
plate is attached. The stress waves in the material excite the crystal and a voltage is
passed to the preamplifier. The sensors are usually resonant type transducers which have
a natural frequency between 100 kHz and 1MHz. The sensor is connected to the test
material with a fluid couplant and secured with tape, adhesive, or a magnetic hold-down
device. When the stress waves reach the sensor, it rings at the natural frequency. This
causes the emission signal to be altered such that it contains properties of both the sensor
and the event causing the signal. This is not a problem since statistical properties of the
signal are usually all that are necessary for inspection. It has been shown that the exact
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naturalfrequencyof thesensorisnot importantaslongasit is in thefrequencyrangeof
AE.[Pollock, 1989]
Thepreamplifier typically providesa gainof about100(40dB) and containsa
high-passor bandpassfilter to eliminatemechanicalandacousticalbackgroundnoise.
The mostcommonlyusedbandpassrangeis 100to 300kHz which containsthemost
commontransducerfrequency,150kHz. The preampproduceselectrical noiseand
determinesthesensitivityof theAE equipment.Thesmallestsignalthatcanbedetected
atthesensoroutputis about1 l.tVwhichcorrespondsto asurfacedisplacementof lxl0 "6
l.tin.[Pollock,1989]
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Figure 2.5 Acoustic Emission Parameters
(Courtesy of Physical Acoustics Corporation)
A typical acoustic emission signal is shown in Fig. 2.5. The 5 most common AE
signal parameters measured are counts (N), amplitude (A), duration (D), rise time (R),
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andmeasuredareaundertherectifiedsignal(MARSE). Amplitude is thehighestpeak
voltageattainedby theAE event.Acousticemissionamplitudesaredirectly relatedto the
magnitudeof thesourceandvaryoveranextremelywiderangefrom microvoltsto volts.
The AE measuringdeviceusually hasan adjustablethresholdvalue that the
incomingsignalis comparedwith to determinethesignificanceof theevent. Countsor
ringdowncountsarethe numberof timestheAE signalcrossesthethresholdvalueas
shownin Fig 2.6. Countsdependon themagnitudeof thesourceeventbutalsodepend
heavily on the oscillatory natureof the specimenand the sensor. Adding damping
material to the specimen will sometimes reduce the number of recorded counts for a
single AE event by reducing the oscillations of the specimen.
Ttwesf_old in
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Figure 2.6 Acoustic Emission Ringdown Counts
(Courtesy of Physical Acoustics Corporation)
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Duration is the elapsed time from the first threshold crossing to the last. This
parameter depends on source magnitude, structural acoustics, and reverberation, similar
to counts, and is used for classification of defect types. The rise time is the elapsed time
from the first threshold crossing to the signal peak. This parameter is affected by the
wave propagation processes between the source and the sensor and can be used for
defect classification.
MARSE, sometimes known as energy counts, E, is the measured area under the
rectified signal envelope. This parameter has gained acceptance as a replacement for
counts because it is sensitive to signal duration and amplitude. MARSE is also less
dependent on threshold setting and operating frequency.
Noise i_ one of the most significant problems in AE testing. Some examples of
noise that affects AE measurement are electrical and electromagnetic noise from ground
loops, power switching circuits, radio transmitters, and electrical storms. Acoustic noise
from fluid flow through valves and pumps, friction from movement of structures on their
supports, and impact processes also affect AE signals. Noise problems may be
controlled in several manners. First, the noise may be stopped at the source. Second, it
may be possible to reduce the noise by using impedence mismatch barriers or damping
materials at strategic points on the structure. When using cyclic loading, the AE circuit
may be electronically switched on or off during the noisy parts of the cycle. Differential
sensors are also a possibility for use in noisy environments.
Acoustic emission is produced by stress induced deformation and is therefore
highly dependent on the stress history of the structure. It is also dependent on the type of
deformation and the material producing the emission. Most materials respond instantly to
applied stress, emitting and then stabilizing quickly. Other materials take some time to
settle down after a load has been applied. In other cases constant loading may cause
continuous damage and the material may never stabilize.
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Materialsareusuallytestedusingan increasingload. Thefirst loadapplication
will typically produce many more emissions than subsequent loadings. For
instantaneouslyplastic materialssuchasmetals,subsequentloadingswill produceno
emissionsuntil the previousmaximumloadis exceeded.This behavioris called the
Kaisereffect,andDuneganandTetelman[1974]showedthatfor materialsthatobeythe
KaiserEffect, emissiononarepeatloadingindicatesthatdamageoccurredbetweenthe
f'u'stloadingandtherepeat.TheAE thatoccursatloadsbelowthepreviousmaximumor
when the load is held constantis very important. It hasbeenfound that structurally
significantdefectswill exhibit thesebehaviorswhileemissionrelatedto stabilizationof
the structuresuchas relief of residualstresswill not occuron subsequentloadings
[Pollock, 1989]. This becomesvery importantin fatiguetestingbecausethe structure
should not emit after the first cycle undera constantcyclic load until a crack that is
structurallysignificantis produced.
Acousticemissionfrom crackgrowthis oneof themostimportantusesof AE.
Becauseof stressconcentrationsin their vicinity, cracksandother defectswill emit
during rising load while unflawed material elsewhereis silent. It is necessaryto
distinguishbetweenAE producedby theactivity of theplasticzoneat thecracktip and
the AE producedfrom crackmovementor propagation.Growth of theplastic zoneis
characterizedby manyemissionsof low amplitude. Theseemissionsare a result of
fractureof precipitatesandinclusionssuchasmanganesesulfideswingersin steels,and
thewiaxialstress field that exists at the crack tip.
Acoustic emission due to crack front propagation depend on the nature of the
crack growth process. "Microscopically rapid mechanisms such as brittle intergranular
fracture and transgranular cleavage are readily detectable, even when the crack is growing
one grain at a time at subcritical stress levels" [Pollock, 1989]. Slow and continuous
crack growth such as microvoid coalescence (ductile tearing) is not detectable in itself,
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butmaybedetectedbytheassociatedplasticdeformationoccuringnearthecracktip due
to high stressconcentrations.
Acousticemissionis averyvaluabletool for detectingcracksin theearly stages
of growth. AE can also be used to study crack growth and warn of an impending failure.
Because of the Kaiser effect, a part will not produce AE until a significantly large crack is
initiated, and AE may be used to determine where to stop a fatigue test and determine the
initial crack size at the start of emission. This crack size could be used in a fracture
mechanics prediction model for fatigue failures.
2.9 Shot Peening
Shot Peening is a method used to induce compressive stresses into the surface of
a part to help increase the fatigue life of the part. Shot peening consists of treating the
part with controlled high speed impact of many balls called shot. Peening produces
compressive residual stresses near the surface which are offset by residual tensile
stresses deeper in the part.
Residual stresses or self-stresses are stresses that exist in a part when no external
load is present. Shot peening produces residual stresses near the surface of parts by
plastically stretching a relatively shallow layer of material near the surface. The surface
material is made longer, wider, and thinner than it was before peening. This expansion
of the skin is restrained by the bulk of the interior of the part and causes high
compressive stresses near the surface, balanced by smaller tensile stresses in the interior.
A typical stress distribution in a shot peened plate is shown in Fig. 2.7.
The peak value of compressive stress depends mainly on the material of the
peened part and restraints imposed on the part during peening. If a part is peened
without restraints, the value of the maximum compressive stress P is around half the
yield stress of the material and usually somewhat more [Fuchs, 1986]. The residual
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compressivestressescanbe increasedby applyingtensionto the part surfaceduring
peeningandcantheoreticallyberaisedto theyield stress.Thecompressivestressat the
surfaceis alwayssomewhatlessthanthemaximumcompressivestressthatoccursbelow
thesurface.
TENSION
COMPRESSION
Figure 2.7 Stress Distribution After Shot Peening
(Courtesy of Metal Improvement Co., Inc.)
Changing peening parameters, such as shot velocity and size, will mainly change
the width of the peak (P) and the depth (D) to which the compressive residuals extend.
The peak value will only be slightly altered. The depth of the compressive stresses is
roughly equal to the diameter of the peening dimples and is also proportional to the
peening intensity [Fuchs, 1986].
The shot used is typically a hard steel, glass, or ceramic. The peening intensity is
checked by small thin plates called Almen test strips. These strips are placed in the shot
peening machine and exposed to the same intensity shot which will be used on the part.
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Theshotpeeningplacescompressivestressesin onesideof thestrip causingacurvature
of theteststrip.Thecurvatureof theteststrip is measuredandusedasa measureof the
shotpeeningintensity.
For bendingandtorsion,peeningprovidessignificantimprovementsin fatigue
life becausestressesdecreasetowardthecenterof thepartwheresmall tensilestresses
arepresent.Thecompressiveresidualstresshastwoeffectson thefatiguelife of apart.
It increasestheresistanceof the material to formation of fatigue cracks and it also slows
the growth of cracks when they are present. The effect of self stresses on the bending
stress in a plate is shown below in Fig. 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Effect of Self Stresses on the Bending Stress in a Plate
When a material containing residual stresses is loaded to a stress above the yield
point, the residual stresses will diminish until the sum of all stresses is equal to the yield
stress. Hence, high compressive stresses should be avoided in materials that have been
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shotpeenedbecauseif totalcompressivethestressreachestheyield stresssomeof the
residualswill beremoved.Thus,shotpeeningdoesnotsignificantlyincreasethefatigue
life in areversedbendingsituationbut it canleadto significantimprovementsin thezero
to peaktypefatigueloadingexperiencedbygearteeth.
2.10 X-Ray Diffraction
X-Ray diffraction is a method of determining residual stresses in the surface of a
part. The strain in the crystal lattice is measured, and the stresses producing this strain
are calculated assuming a linear elastic distortion of the crystal lattice. To determine the
stresses, the strain in the crystal lattice must be measured for at least two precisely known
orientations relative to the sample surface.
Diffraction occurs at an angle 20 defined by Bragg's Law: n_.=2d sin 0, where n
is an integer denoting the order of diffraction, _. is the wavelength of the x-ray, d is the
lattice spacing of crystal planes, and 0 is the diffraction angle. For a monochromatic x-
ray, the wavelength is known very precisely, and any change in lattice spacing results in
a corresponding change in the diffraction angle. If the sample is rotated some angle, the
relative spacing between the lattice planes will change and the diffraction angle will
change. At least two different angles are needed to obtain the lattice strains and calculate
stresses.
The presence of stresses in a sample results in a Poisson contraction reducing the
lattice spacing and changing the diffraction angle. Because only elastic strains change the
lattice spacing, only elastic strains are measured by x-ray diffraction. This method is
relatively accurate but very expensive and time consuming.
Chapter III
Equipment and Methods
3.1 Single Tooth Bending Fatigue
The single tooth bending fatigue test is a test in which a gear is supported by
some means, either by resting a tooth on a support, or by fixing the mounting shaft, and
the test tooth is cyclically loaded. The object of this test is to isolate the test gear and
cause failure of the test tooth by fatigue only. This test can be used to evaluate the effects
of gear metallurgy, dimensions, surface finish, residual stresses, etc. of the test gear.
The single tooth bending fatigue fixture used in this research was developed by
SAE because of the wide variation of testing specimens and procedures used in the
gearing industry. The SAE fixture and test gear design were used exclusively throughout
this research. This chapter provides a description of the test gears, test fixture, fatigue
testing machine, a discussion of the testing procedure, and an analysis of the fixture.
3.2 .Gear
The test gear is a six diametral pitch spur gear with 34 teeth, 20 ° pressure angle,
and an outer diameter of 6.000 in. See Table 1 for a complete description of the test
gear. Several materials were used for the test gears including carburized 4118 alloy
steel, carburized 8620 alloy steel, carburized 9310 alloy steel, carburized and shot peened
9310 alloy steel, and shot peened Austenitized Ductile Iron (ADI 675). The test gears
were manufactured by several companies to specifications shown on Dwg. SK56249-
560 in Appendix A.
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Numberof teeth
Diametral Pitch
Pressure An[[le
Base Circle Diameter
Root Diameter
Table 3.1 Gear Geometry and Materials
34
2O°
Materials
9310 Steel, #9310
5.3249 in.
5.187 in. 4118 Steel, #4118B
Shot Peened, #9310P
4118 Steel, #4118A
Circular Tooth Thickness 0.2618 in. 4118Steel, #4118C
Addendum 0.166 in. 8620 Steel, #8620
Dedendum
Whole Depth
Minimum Fillet Radius
0.240 in.
0.406 in.
0.0768 in.
6.069-6.067 in.
0.2880 in.
Diameter Over Pins
Pin Diameter
ADI 675, #ADI
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Surface Finish
Ra -- 0.21 [tin.
Ra = 0.36 [tin.
Ra -- 0.80 [tin
Ra = 1.05 _tin
Ra = 1.59 [.tin
Ra = 1.33 [tin
NA
The Carburized 9310 gears were all manufactured and heat treated together. Four
of these gears were shot peened to specifications shown in Table 3.2. These gears are
referred to in this work as group #9310 and 9310P respectively. Nine of the 4118 gears
were manufactured by one company using three different cutting speeds, feeds, and tools
to give three different root surface finishes. These gears were then heat treated together
to give similar case depths and properties. These gears are referred to as group #4118A,
4118B, and 4118C. A different company donated 4 carburized 8620 test gears, group
#8620. One ADI 675 test gear referred to as #ADI675 was donated by a third party and
tested for comparison. The 9310 gears were not crowned; however, all others were.
Sample profile and lead checks for each gear group tested are shown in Appendix B.
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Surfaceprofilometertracesusedtodeterminesurfaceroughness,Ra,arealsoshownin
Appendix C.
Table 3.2
Specification Shot Size
MIDS-13165 MI-330-H
Shot Peening Specifications
Intensity' Coverage
12-16A 200%
Before testing a gear, one tooth must be removed to provide clearance for the
lower support anvil. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the tooth to be tested is always three teeth
away from the tooth supported by the lower anvil. After a tooth has been broken off,
the tooth adjacent to the space becomes the support tooth for the next test. For example,
in Fig. 3.1, if tooth #1 is removed by grinding, then tooth #2 will be the first support
tooth and tooth # 5 will be the fn'st tooth tested and broken. After tooth #5 is removed,
tooth #6 will become the support tooth, and tooth #9 will be fatigue tested. This pattern
continues around the gear until 16 teeth have been tested. In order to reduce errors in the
testing procedure, the gear and fixture design is such that support teeth are never tested.
3.3
Due to the large variations in gear testing procedures and specimen design
throughout the gear industry, a standardized test fixture and testing technique was
developed by the Gear Metallurgy Committee, Division 33, of the SAE Iron and Steel
Technical Committee [Buenneke, Slane, Dunham, Semenek, Shea, and Tripp, 1982].
Variations in testing procedures cause difficulty in determining the relative importance of
metallurgical factors on the fatigue life of hardened gears. To reduce the variation and
increase reproducibility, the Gear Metallurgy Committee chose a single tooth bending
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fatigue(STBF)technique,andastandardsizedgear. It wastestedby four companies--
CaterpillarTractor Co., Clark EquipmentCo.,DanaCorp.,andInternationalHarvester
in aroundrobin testingprogramusingidenticallydesignedfixturesandgears.TheSAE
testingtechniquewaschosenfor thisresearchin orderto obtainresultsto comparewith
testresultsof others.
1 Tooth Testing
9 10 Sequence
4 5 6 2
3
2
1 Tooth Numbers 9
8 34 10 11
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6
14 5
Figure 3.1 Numbered Test Gear
The SAE test fixture, shown in Fig. 3.2, is adaptable to a variety of driving
mechanisms and support platens, and it can be positioned horizontally or vertically. The
compressive force is applied by the testing machine through a spherical ball bearing to a
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spherical seat in the upper anvil. The replaceable upper anvil insert, which is not
crowned, has been designed to load the tooth being tested near the tip. The replaceable
lower anvil insert, which is also not crowned, is designed to resist the load applied
through the upper anvil. It contacts the support tooth near the root to insure that the tip
loaded tooth always fails. According to Buenneke and colleagues [1982], "This
approach provides less load to fracture and positive control of the loading point on the
tooth to provide less data scatter."
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Figure 3.2 Gear Test Fixture
The main advantage of this test fixture is that the base, load anvil, support anvil,
and gear are all inherently aligned because they are all mounted to a common shaft. The
gear is mounted on the shaft and supported by needle bearings at both ends. It is
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restricted from rotating by the lower anvil. When testing the first tooth of a gear, the
tooth adjacent to the supported tooth must be ground off for clearance of the support
anvil. The load anvil is also mounted on the common shaft and supported by needle
beatings allowing it to rotate about the gear axis and contact the tooth to be tested-near its
tip. The load is applied through a large ball bearing to reduce misalignment and ensure a
line of force straight between the upper and lower anvils, and tangent to the base circle of
the gear. This eliminates any unnecessary torques on the gear and fixture which may be
generated by the fixture.
There are a few problems with the SAE fixture that should be taken into
consideration. The first is that the gear is mounted rigidly on bearings. This has the
advantage of positively locating the load application point during each test with very little
setup time. However, when the load is applied, the tooth deflects some amount. The
pressure between the tooth and upper anvil insert is so large that friction forces allow
little or no relative motion between the tooth and insert. This causes a binding effect in
the gear and induces compressive forces in the tooth being tested. It also causes a
bearing reaction force on the support shaft due to the couple produced by the deflection
and rotation of the gear.
One solution to reduce the bearing forces is to replace the needle bearings in the
gear with rubber spacers. These spacers will be rigid enough to support the gear, but
will allow some motion when the tooth is deflected, reducing the unwanted compressive
stresses in the gear tooth.
The second difficulty with the SAE fixture is the lack of any method to align the
anvils. Due to the design of the fixture, the anvils should be inherently aligned, but due
to wear on the inserts and chipping of the inserts when the tooth fractures, some
misalignment occurs. The only solution to this problem is to turn the inserts over or
make new inserts.
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Insertmisalignmentposesaseriousproblemwhenun-crownedgearsare tested.
If one sideof the insertsareworn or chippedandmisalignmentoccurs,this will cause
edgeloadingof thetoothandincorrectresultswill beproduced.Thereis noquick fix for
thisproblem.Theloadanvilsneedto beredesignedtoallow rotationalmotionto-provide
a good contactpauernacrossthetooth. Onemethodusedby Caterpillar to checkthe
contactpatternis to put apieceof pressuresensitivepaperbetweenthetoothandanvil
insert andload thefixture. Thepressuresensitivepaperis preimpregnatedwith a dye
andchangescolor whena pressureis applied. Thegreaterthepressure,thedarkerthe
paperbecomes.Thisallowsthecontactpatterntobeadjustedfor anytestingload.
The fixture was fabricatedby AdvancedMachiningTechnology,Columbus,
Ohio, for theGear DynamicsandGearNoiseResearchLaboratoryat the Ohio State
University. The fixture usedfor thisresearchwasslightly modified from the original
SAE fixture. The original fixture had an upper and lower anvil that were parallel. In the
revised version, the lower anvil was fabricated at a 6 ° angle as shown in Fig. 3.2. This
was done to increase the contact area of the lower anvil. The effect of this modification
was to cause eccentric loading and moments when the tooth deflected. Also, this
modification caused the support tooth to be loaded further from the root, increasing the
stresses applied in the root of the tooth. This caused one of the gears to fail at the
support tooth instead of the upper, tip loaded, test tooth.
It was originally proposed that this angled anvil was also causing large bearing
loads on the support shaft when the tooth deflected, which caused large transverse
motion of the fixture. To test this proposition and eliminate some of the unwanted
transverse motion, the lower anvil insert was replaced with an insert containing a 6* bevel
ground into it to simulate the original fixture, as shown in Figure 3.3. This makes the
anvils once again parallel and the line of force between the anvils tangent to the base
circle of the gear to eliminate eccentric loading of the gear teeth and unwanted moments.
Area
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Figure 3.3 Beveled Anvil
This new anvil contacted the support tooth very near the root and the contact was
only along the outer edge. This edge contact caused very high contact stresses in the
insert and after testing 4 teeth, the anvil insert began cracking along the edge as shown in
Fig 3.3. The beveled anvil insert became unusable and was replaced by the original
insert. The beveled anvil insert did not reduce the horizontal deflection and a kinematic
analysis was performed as shown in Sec. 3.9. The original flat insert provided a flat
contact surface for the support tooth and was used for all subsequent testing.
3.4 Fatigue Testing Machine
The SAE test fixture was mounted on an MTS Systems Corporation Model 810
fatigue testing machine using a 55 kip hydraulic actuator. The lower base plate of the
fixture was bolted to the lower platen of the MTS machine which is attached to the
actuator. The upper platen of the machine contains the load cell. A small steel plate with
a spherical seat machined in one side was placed on the ball bearing. The upper surface
of the small plate was ground smooth, and coated with M-6 density multi-purpose
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grease,andallowedto slideon theloadcell mountingplate. No relativemotionbetween
theplateandtheloadcell wasactuallyobservedduringtestingbut this setupallows the
sphericalassemblyto self-alignwhentheloadis applied.
The MTS machinewascontrolledby anMTS 442 controller through,,vhich a
force signal from the load cell was output. The controller was set at a gain of 3 and
stability setting of 4 throughout the testing.
3.5 Accelerometer
A PCB model #302B03 piezoelectric accelerometer with a sensitivity of 299.9
mV/g was screw mounted to the base of the SAE fixture as shown in Fig 3.2. Complete
specifications can be found in Appendix D. The accelerometer was used to measure the
vertical motion of the fixture that was used for determining the stiffness of the system.
The accelerometer output was amplified by a Kistler model #504E4 dual mode
amplifier using a medium time constant amplification. The gear was tested at 10 Hz, but
the acceleration signal was filled with high frequency noise.
A Krohn-Hite model #3200 adjustable low-pass filter was used to eliminate all
noise above 100 Hz. Without the filter, the higher frequencies contaminated the
accelerometer signal and caused the spectrum analyzer to auto-scale the signal in such a
way that the 10 Hz peak was barely distinguishable. When the filter was added, the 10
Hz peak was very distinct.
3.6 Spectrum Analyzer
The load signal from the MTS 442 controller was input to channel B of a
Wavetek model #5820 two-channel spectrum analyzer. The accelerometer signal was
input to channel A of the specmam analyzer. The spectrum analyzer was used to calculate
a transfer function of force divided by acceleration, F/a(i00), called inertance.
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This transferfunctioncanberelatedto thestiffnessof thegeartoothduring the
fatigue test. For example, the stiffness (k) of a spring is a measureof the force
developedfor a givendisplacementof thespring,F/x=k. Inertance(F/a) on theother
handis ameasureof theforcerequiredtoproduceagivenacceleration.Theinertanceof
theentirefixture is measureduringthefatiguetestsanda methodof obtainingthegear
toothstiffnessfrom theinertanceisdescribedbelow.
Thedataobtainedby usingthesystemstiffnessmethodproduceda valuefor the
stiffnessof the total system. An analysis of the test fixture and gear was completed to
determine the actual gear tooth stiffness from the total system stiffness. An analysis was
completed using the model shown below in Fig. 3.4. It was discovered that because if
the location of most of the fixture mass in relation to the tooth being tested, the dynamic
effects of the mass were negligible and a static analysis can be used.
Kf Kg
X X2Xl
F 1 - Force Applied to Fixture by Actuator
F 2 - Force Applied to Gear by Fixture
x 1 - Deflection of Fixture
x 2 - Deflection of Gear Tooth
Figure 3.4
Kf - Fixture Stiffness
Kg - Gear Tooth Stiffness
M - Mass of the Fixture
Model of Fatigue Testing System
Assuming that the base of the fixture is rigid, the deflection on the left side of the
mass is the same as the deflection on the right side, x=x 1. Also, because the forces on
both sides of a spring are the same, F=F 2. The stiffness of the gear tooth can be
determined from the stiffness of the entire fixture.
F 2 = Kf (x-x2) = Kf (Xl-X2)
Kg x 2 = F 2 = Kf (Xl-X2)
Kg = Kf ((Xl-X2,)/x 2)
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(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
This analysis shows that the dynamic effects of the fixture mass have no effect on
the fixture stiffness. Since the stiffness of the fixture is constant for all gears, and is not
effected by the testing frequency, it can be measured statically. For the static test, the
fixture is loaded to some force and the displacement of the fixture and gear tooth are
measured. For static loading, the mass may be neglected and the following relationships
hold.
F 1 = Kf (Xl-X 2) (3.4)
Kf = Fl/(Xl-X 2) (3.5)
The values of F 1, x 1, and x 2 can be measured, and the fixture stiffness may be
calculated. The gear stiffness may be calculated another way that allows the stiffness
measurements recorded by the computer to be used. Because the testing frequency is
constant, the displacement of the fixture (Xl) may be calculated from the acceleration of
the fixture by multiplying the acceleration by _2. If the transfer function is being
measured, F1/_ is known. From this, the stiffness of the gear tooth can be determined
as follows.
F1
Kg= -- (3.6)
X2
F_ = Kf(xt - x2) (3.7)
Fl
x2 = --- + x; (3.8)
Kf
FI
Kg= FI (3.9)
Kf
1 (3.10)(1)
F_ F_
_ ,400x2 (3.11)
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The transfer function magnitude was saved for further analysis on floppy disk
using a Compaq 80286 computer. During the test, the computer was connected directly
to the spectrum analyzer via the General Purpose Interface Board (GPIB) connector. A
computer program to set up the spectrum analyzer and operate the analyzer in remote
mode was written in TBASIC. The program is given in Appendix E.
3.7 Acoustic Emission
Acoustic emissions from the gear were monitored during the fatigue testing with a
Physical Acoustics model #NANO30 acoustic emission sensor resonant at 300 kHz. The
transducer sensitivity is shown in Appendix F. The emissions were amplified using a
Physical Acoustics model #1220 preamplifier set at 40 dB gain.
The emissions from the gear were monitored by a Physical Acoustics model
#1200A crack detector. This instrument was able to display either the total emission
counts or the count rate on a digital display. The emission counts were recorded on a
Gould model#110 strip chart recorderat speedsof 10 cm/hr.
speeds of 50 cm/hr were sometimes used.
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For greater resolution,
Mechanical noise from the hydraulic valves on the MTS machine and the bearing
friction of the fixture sometimes caused noisy signals from the acoustic emissions
equipment so a damping material was attached to the gear. This material was similar to a
tar and had a self stick backing. It was cut into strips about 1 in wide and 3 in long and
two strips were placed in each side of the gear. This lowered the background noise by
approximately 3 dB but had no adverse effect on crack detection.
3.8 Testing Procedure
A schematic of the test setup is shown in Fig. 3.5. This system setup was used
throughout the testing. The first step in the testing process was to power up all electronic
equipment, and assemble the SAE fixture. The fixture and the gear tooth to be tested
were wiped clean with a rag and the surfaces of the boss that were in contact with the
fixture were coated with a thin film of M-6 density multi-purpose grease. The gear was
lined up and the shaft was inserted. At this time, a thin coat of grease was applied to the
two gear teeth in contact with the fixture anvils.
The next step was to attach the acoustic emission sensor to the gear. The old
adhesive was removed from the sensor using 200 grit sandpaper, being careful not to
damage the ceramic wear plate on the sensor. The sensor was attached to the gear just
below the root of the tooth being tested with superglue as shown in Fig 3.6. Next, the
bali bearing and sockets were wiped with a rag and cleaned with 200 grit sandpaper until
all corrosion was removed. These parts were greased carefully so that all surfaces in
contact were thoroughly covered to eliminate wear and fretting corrosion.
The MTS controller interlocks were adjusted to shut off the hydraulic system if
the load increased to over 20,000 lb. or decreased to below 500 lb. The upper interlock
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setting was used for safety so that the fixture would not be overloaded. The lower
interlock setting was used so that when the tooth fractured completely off, the machine
would stop. This allowed automation of the system and it did not require that someone
monitor it at all times.
Accelerom eter
Acoustic
MTS Emissions
MTS Fatigue Sensor
Controller Tester
Acoustic
Emissions
Pre-amp
Accelerometer
Amplifier
Spectrum
Analyzer Filter
Acoustic
Emissions
Counter
Figure 3.5
Data
Acquisition
Computer
Schematic of Test Equipment
Strip Chart
Recorder
The next step was to turn on the MTS ,tester and run the test at a load at about
50% lower than the testing load to allow the spectrum analyzer to take several averages of
the signals and stabilize. Next, the computer program was run to set up the spectrum
analyzer and prepare it for taking data. The load was increased to the testing load and the
data collection was begun. The MTS controller was periodically adjusted for the first
fifteen minutes of testing to adjust for drift due to the increase in the hydraulic fluid
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temperature. The load typically decreased about 300 lb during warm-up if the controller
was not readjusted. Once the temperature reached a steady state condition, the load
stayed constant and no adjustment was needed.
Acoustic
Emission
Sensor
AnvilInsert
Load
Figure 3.6 Acoustic Emission Transducer Location
Once data collection was begun, the acoustic emission equipment was adjusted.
The gain was turned up until constant emissions were recorded from the mechanical
background noise and then the gain was set 3 dB below this point and the counter was
reset. The gain setting was usually 9 dB on the 1200A crack detector depending on the
geometry and material of the gear. The 4118 gears sometimes caused excessive
background noise and were monitored at a gain setting of 6 dB. The strip chart was then
adjusted to the desired speed, typically 10 to 50 cm/hr. The system was then left alone
and checked hourly to examine the MTS load for drift, check the strip chart recorder for
emission activity, and inspect the gear for any cracks.
The computer program continuously read the transfer function magnitude and
compared it with the initial value. If it dropped below 99% of the initial value, the
program began recording the transfer function magnitude and the number of cycles that
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had occurred. Oncethe geartooth fracturedand the machinestopped,the transfer
function droppedto zero,andthecomputerrecordedthedata to the hard disk. After
fracture,thegearwasremoved,cleaned and rotated to test the next tooth.
The SAE Gear Metallurgy Committee recommends that the tests be run with a
load ratio of 10%. The load ratio (R) is the ratio of the minimum load to the maximum
load R= (Lmin/Lmax)*100%. All of the testing in this research was done using a load
ratio of 10% and a testing frequency of 10 Hz. When referring to testing loads in this
document, only maximum loads will be stated.
3.9 Kinematic Analysis
The 9310 gears were initially tested at 16,000 lb. During this testing, a lateral
deflection of the fixture of 0.010 in. was observed for tooth deflections of 0.010 in. as
shown in Fig 3.7. It was unclear what was causing the transverse motion so a full
kinematic analysis of the system was performed.
I
Figure 3.7 Fixture Deflections
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The model used for the analysis is shown in Fig. 3.8. CADAM, a computer
aided design program, was used to aid in the analysis. The base of the fixture was bolted
to the actuator of the MTS tester making this a rigid connection; therefore, the actuator
2 Load Cell
4
Link B
Link C
Link A
5 Cylinder
Figure 3.8 Fixture Model
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piston, fixture base, and lower anvil were considered link A in the model. The upper
anvil and ball bearing are link B and the gear is link C. All three links were connected at
a pivot at the center of the gear axis, point 1. The lower end of link A, modelling the
actuator piston inside its cylinder, was constrained to move only vertically. Link B was
constrained to only rotate about the center of the ball bearing, point 2, in contact with the
upper platen of the MTS machine. In this analysis, the fixture and the two anvils are
assumed rigid, and because of this, all deflection is assumed to occur in the test tooth.
This model was used to model the action of the test fixture, gear, and the MTS
testing machine. In order to model the motion of the fixture during a test, the lower end
of link A was deflected 0.010 in. vertically upward, simulating the actuator motion of the
testing machine. The resulting motion of the model was then analyzed using CADAM.
Since link A and B are assumed rigid, the motion of link A was calculated and plotted,
and then the motion of link B was determined and plotted. Due to the vertical motion of
link A relative to link B, the decrease in distance between the anvil inserts, the upper gear
tooth undergoes a deflection of 0.010 in. This deflection was modeled as a rotation of
the tooth about the point of intersection of the tooth center line and the root diameter of
the gear, and the gear tooth rotated clockwise 1.94 °.
The deflection of the gear tooth cause rotations of links A and B. Because of
these rotations, the pivot point, which is coincident with the gear axis centerline,
translates up and to the left. Due to the deflections described above, link A rotates
counterclockwise about point 5, its base. This causes the gear axis, point 1, to translate
0.0144 in. to the left and 0.0078 in. up., for a total deflection of 0.0164 in. These
deflections are shown in Fig. 3.9.
The 0.010 in. deflection of the gear tooth corresponds to a 16,000 lb. load as
observed on the load cell of the MTS machine. In the model, it was assumed that the
16,000 lb. load was transmitted to the gear normal to the anvils during the entire cycle.
0.0078 in.
0.0144 in.
Figure 3.9 Fixture Model Deflections at the Gear Axis (Point 1)
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In order to determine why the fixture was deflecting horizontally, link B, shown
in Fig. 3.10, was analyzed to determine the bearing forces at the gear pivot which would
translate as bearing forces on the actuator piston seal. Because the mechanism is in static
equilibrium, the sum of all forces is identically zero. Equating forces in the x-direction
to zero we obtain:
Fx = 0 =Flx + F2x + F3x (3.12)
Equating forces in the y direction to zero gives:
Y. Fy = 0 = Fly + F2y + F3y (3.13)
From the previous assumption it is given that F 2 = 16,000 lb. Due to the
deflection and rotation of the tooth, the top part of the fixture rotates clockwise about
point 2. The angle of rotation of the fixture can be calculated so that the x and y
components of the beating force can be obtained as follows:
• -t 0.0144
e=sln ("4.--'_ )
F 2 = 16,000 lb.
=0.166 °
F2x = F2 sin (0.166°) = 46.4lb.
F2y = F2 cos(0.166°) = 15,999.9lb.
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4.970
2.676
3.664
L
2.632
Figure 3.10 Link B (L-arm)
F
3y
Because the mechanism is in static equilibrium, the sum of moments about any
point is zero. Equating moments about point 1 gives:
M 1 =0
0 = F2y(2.632)-F3y(2.676)-F3x(4.970)-F2x(1.306)
(3.14)
F3x=[15,999.9(2.632)-16,000(2.676)-46.4(1.306)]/4.970
F3x = -153.9lb.
Flx= _F2x - F3x
= 46.4- 153.9
= - 107.5lb.
(3.15)
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Thus, the transverse bearing force at the gear axis is 107.5 lb. to the left. This force
causes a side load on the actuator piston seals. Figure 3.11 shows the actuator piston AB
and the horizontal reaction loads that occur during testing. The system is in equilibrium
so the sum of moments about any point is zero. Summing moments about point A gives
the piston seal reaction force.
M A = Fb(17.05) - Fs(6.50) = 0
Fs = Fb(17.05)/(6.50) = 107.5(17.05)/(6.5)
Fs = 282 lb.
Fs- Piston Seal Reaction
Fb- Bearing Side Load
17.05
Figure 3.11 MTS Cylinder Seal Forces
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According to MTS specifications, the actual side load is much lower than the
9000 lb. allowable side load. It was concluded that the MTS machine actuator piston
seals were sufficiently compliant to allow lateral deflections to occur. According to
engineers at the Materials Research Lab Inc., typical lateral deflections on their testing
machine are approximately 0.010 -0.020 in and have negligible effects on the
experiment. Because the side loads obtained from the SAE fixture loaded to 16,000 lb
were less than 300 lb. and the maximum allowable side load according to MTS is 9000
lb., it was concluded that no damage to the machine was occurring, and the horizontal
motion had no effect on the gear fatigue testing process.
Chapter IV
Results
4.1 Introduction
This chapter contains the results of fatigue testing gears of four different
materials. First, the results of several non-destructive inspection methods are discussed
including dye penetrant, magnetic particle, eddy current, compliance, and acoustic
emission methods. Next, fixture alignment methods and results are discussed for
crowned and uncrowned gears.
Finally, during the investigation of crack detection methods, fatigue life curves
for all of the materials tested were generated. These are presented and compared. Also
two different fatigue failure characteristics will be discussed.
4.2 Nondestructive Inspection Methods
Several nondestructive methods were used in this research to determine the point
at which a fatigue crack initiated in the root of a gear tooth. A 9310 gear was cyclically
loaded until a fatigue crack had initiated. This crack was not visible when the load was
removed, but when the maximum testing load was applied, the crack extended across the
entire face width and was 0.032 in. deep.
A visible dye penetrant was used to inspect the flawed gear tooth and no
indications were observed. Because the load was removed, the crack closed up so tightly
that the dye could not penetrate the crack. It was concluded that if dye penetrants are
used, the gear should be loaded during the entire inspection process.
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Ultrasonic testingwasalsousedto inspectthedamagedgear. The ultrasonic
methodalsoshowedno relevantindicationsduetotheverytight crackclosure.
The eddy currentand magneticparticle inspectionmethodswere also used
without successto inspecttheflawedgear. It wasdeterminedthat thecrackclosesso
tightly thattheelectricalconductivitynearthecrackedregionis not significantlyaltered,
andtestswhich usetheelectricalpropertiesof thematerialshowno indicationsof flaws
in this region.
Onepossiblemethodof detectingtheflaw is to completethesetestswith thegear
tooth underload. Dueto thelimitedaccessto thegearwhenit is in the fixture andthe
safetyhazardsassociatedwith thehightestingloadsrequired,noneof thesetestswere
carriedoutwith thetoothunderload.
4.3 System Stiffness Measurement_
One nondestructive testing method used successfully to monitor fatigue cracks
was the system stiffness method. The stiffness of the system was measured during the
testing by monitoring the force applied to the system and the resulting acceleration. It
was determiuned that a drop in the system stiffness, corresponded with initiation of a
fatigue crack.
The stiffness of the system was measured for all teeth that were tested. This was
done using a spectrum analyzer as explained in Ch. 3. The stiffness change during the
fatigue testing was recorded using a computer and typical results are shown below.
The first plot, Fig. 4.1, is a plot of the system stiffness of a 4118 steel gear. This plot
shows the typical shape of the system stiffness plot for all of the 4118 gears. All of the
plots have been normalized to an initial stiffness of 100 to aid in comparison between
different teeth and materials.
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Onetrendthatis observedin thedatais thatastheloadis increased,thesystem
stiffnessatfailureincreases.Thiscanbeexplainedby thinkingabouttheareaof thefinal
fracture surface. As the load is increased, a larger area is needed to cause similar
stresses. Thus, at higher loads, the final fracture surface is larger, and therefore, the
stiffness is greater.
Another very important trend that is followed by all of the gears tested is that the
life to fatigue crack initiation is the greater part of the total life. In the plots shown, the
initial value of the system stiffness is normalized to 100 at the beginning of testing when
the gears have not been previously loaded. At that time there are no significantly large
cracks that will reduce the stiffness. As the test continues, the stiffness begins to
decrease when a fatigue crack initiates and propagates to some critical length.
Figure 4.1 shows that the fatigue crack propagation life (126,000 to 142,000
cycles) of 16,000 cycles is only 11.2% of the total fatigue life for the tooth. This trend is
continued in all of the materials tested. From Fig. 4.4 we see that the fatigue initiation
life of the shot peened 9310 gear is approximately 70,000 cycles while the fatigue crack
propagation life is only 2700 cycles, which is only 3.7% of the total fatigue life.
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4.4 Acoustic Emission
During testing, an acoustic emission transducer was attached to the gear to detect
when a fatigue crack initiated. This method worked very well for the 4118 and 8620
gears but not so well for the 9310 gears. When the fatigue crack began to propagate in
the 4118 gears, the acoustic emissions began to climb slowly, and as the crack
propagated, the emission rate remained relatively constant. Near failure, when the part
was deforming very rapidly, the acoustic emission rate increased very rapidly. Typical
acoustic emission count vs. life plots for the crowned 4118 and 8620 gears are shown in
Fig. 4.5 and 4.6.
_.=
E
Cycles
Figure 4.5 Acoustic Emission Count vs. Fatigue Life for 4118A Gear Tooth
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Figure 4.6 Acoustic Emission Count vs. Fatigue Life 8620 Gear Tooth
As can be sccn from Fig. 4.5, the emission count begins to increase at around
12,000 cycles. This appears to be when a discontinuity reaches a critical length and
begins to propagate. The emissions continue at nearly a constant rate, producing a slope
that is nearly constant. The crack reaches another critical state and the emission count
rate increases causing an increase in the slope of the counts-life curve. This slope
remains constant until the tooth is near fracture at which time the count rate and total
counts increase dramatically until fracture.
The initially slow count rate could be a result of the gears being crowned. The
crack begins in the middle, and propagates outward to the edges of the teeth. The crack
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is not visibleuntil it reachestheedgesof thetooth. Oncethecrack is acrosstheentire
thicknessand through the caselayer, the count rate remainsfairly constantduring
propagation. As thecrackreachesthe fracture length,excessiveplastic deformation
occursat thecracktip duringeachloadingcyclewhichaccountsfor thevery largecount
rateprior to failure.
In the 9310 gears,the crack initiation modewasvery different. As the gear
reachedacritical point,thegearinstantaneouslycrackedacrossthethickness.Whenthis
happened,thegearlet outanaudiblepopthatsoundedlike thesnappingof one'sfingers.
After this snap,thegearwasinspected,andacrackwasfoundthattraversedacrossthe
entirefacewidth. At thesametimethispopwasheard,theacousticemissionsrosevery
rapidly asshownin Fig. 4.7and4.8. After thisabruptjump in emissionsthecountrate
decreases,andthecurveflattensoutduringpropagation. As thegearnearsfailure, the
emissionrateonceagainincreasesveryrapidlyuntil failure.
C7cle$
Figure 4.7 Acoustic Emission Count vs. Fatigue Life for a 9310 Gear Tooth
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Figure 4.8 Acoustic Emission counts vs. Fatigue Life for a 9310P Gear Tooth
It is proposed that in the 9310 gears, a small discontinuity is growing below the
surface near the case-core transition. After the crack reaches a critical value this sudden
burst that occurs is the crack propagating rapidly to the surface. This failure is
consistent with failures that occur below the surface of carburized steel in which the
endurance limit of the core is much lower than the endurance limit of the case. The
endurance limit is directly proportional to the hardness of the material in steels.
Figure 4.9 shows that if the endurance limit of the case and core are sufficiently
similar or if the bending stress gradient is large, failure will occur in the case layer at the
maximum stress location, which is at the surface in bending. This is the scenario that
would be expected in most gear teeth since the teeth are exposed to very high loads, the
tooth thickness is small, and bending stress gradient is very large.
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The opposite situation occurs when the case and core have very different
endurance limits as seen in Fig 4.10. This situation could occur when the core has a
much lower hardness than the case layer. This appears to be the case in the 9310 gears,
because after fracture, there is a very large shear lip along the f'mal failure surface. There
is also a very distinct cup and cone type failure along this edge, suggesting that the core
is much softer and much more ductile than the case layer. The hardness profile for the
9310 gears at a location 2/3 of the tooth hight from the tip, roughly the pitch line, are
shown in Fig 4.11. These plots confh-m the fact that the case layer is much harder than
the core. -,
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Figure 4.10 Example of Conditions for Failure in the Core
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ScanningElectronMicrographs(SEM) of two brokenteethfrom the9310gears
revealthatthefatiguefractureareais verysmall,typically lessthan1mm, andtransition
from fatigueto rapidcrackgrowthis verydistinct. Two SEMsareshownbelow. The
fatigue striationson the surfacewhich havebeenworn down asthe crack opensand
closesareshownin Fig4.12,andcupandconetypefailurecanbedetectedin Fig. 4.13.
No etch 180x magnification
Figure 4.12 SEMof 9310GearToothShowingFatigueStriations
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No etch 3x magnification
Figure 4.13 SEM Showing Cup and Cone Failure in 9310 Gear Tooth
Acoustic emission works very well for predicting the onset of a fatigue crack in
the 8620 steels. Figure 4.14 shows a plot of the acoustic emission counts and through-
the-thickness crack depth as measured along the side of the tooth. The acoustic
emissions begin roughly 4000 cycles before a crack is visible, thus giving ample warning
that a crack has reached a critical length and is beginning to propagate.
The crack was examined using a 10x magnifying lens and the depth was
measured along the side of the tooth with a scale. This probably is not a very exact
measure of the area of the crack front, because the crack front is most likely circular
shaped and deeper in the center, rather than staight across. The material at the crack tip in
the center of the face width is under conditions nearly consistent with plane strain which
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Figure 4.14 Acoustic Emissions and Crack Length as a Function of Fatigue Life
causes a more rapid crack growth rate than the condition of plane stress at the edges of
the tooth.
4.5 Residual Stress Measurements
All of the gears obviously have very high residual stresses at the surface because
they are being fatigue tested well above the ultimate strength of the material. These
surface residual stresses are due to carburization. In the carburization process, the gear is
heated to very high temperatures and surrounded by gas containing carbon. Some of the
carbon atoms are forced into the surface of the steel. These excess carbon atoms are
packed very tightly at the surface. As the part cools, the density of the steel is lower
below the surface, and the core contracts more than the surface layer. This causes small
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tensileforcesin thecoreof thematerialandverylargecompressiveforcesin thethincase
layer. This additionalcarbonin thecaselayeralsogreatlyincreasesthehardnessat the
surface. The ultimate and fatiguestrengtharedirectly relatedto the hardnessof the
material so the fatigue strengthof the caselayer is also increasedby the carburizing
process.
The root surfaceresidualstressesfor two of the gearswere checkedby x-ray
diffraction. Thefirst gearcheckedwastheunpeened9310gear. It hadsurfaceresidual
stressesashigh as94ksi andanaverageresidualstressfrom two different rootsof 83.4
ksi. The shotpeenedgearhadanaverageresidualstressof 114.4ksi. This showsthat
the shotpeenedgearhasresidualstressesabout30ksi greaterthanthe unpeenedgear.
Thesehigherresidualstresseshouldincreasethefatiguelife of theshotpeenedgear,but
theresultsof this experimentrevealthattheshotpeenedgearwasmuchlessresistantto
fatiguethantheunpeenedgears.
One explanationfor this behavioris that the shotpeeningprocessmay have
createdmicrocracksat thesurfacewhichcausedstressconcentrationareasandactedas
initiation sitesfor fatiguecracks.Thesurfacefinishof materialshasbeenshownto have
a significantimpacton thehigh-cyclefatiguelife of machineparts;however,it hasvery
little effecton .thelow-cyclefatigueor staticstrengthof thepart.. Thefatiguelivesof the
peened and unpeenedgears showedsimilar behavior in low cycle fatigue tests,
suggestingthatthesurfacemayhavebeendamagedbythepeeningprocess.Moredatais
neededto determinethe exactcauseof thefailuresandthe relative importanceof the
peeningparameterson thebendingfatigueresistanceof carburizedgearteeth.
4.6 Fixture Alignment
Initially, three strain gages were applied to a 9310 gear to use as a standard for
checking alignment of the fixture. The results of the strain gage check are shown in Fig.
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4.15. This figure showsthegagereadingsfor increasingloadsfrom 500 to 9000lbs.
As canbeseenfrom thefigure,theloadson theleft areslightlyhigher thanthoseon the
right. Becausethe9310gearswerenotcrowned,thismisalignmentcausedhigherloads
on theleft side of thegearteeth. Thefirst eight teethtestedshowedfatigue-failures
initiating at the left edgewhen the failure surfacewas viewed under a 20x stereo
microscope. Pressuresensitivepaperwasalsoplacedbetweenthe upperanvil of the
fixture andthegeartoothandthisshowedthatthecontactwasheavieron theleft sideof
thetooth.
Thebaseof thefixture wasthenstonegroundsmoothandsetona Starrettgrade
B granitesurfaceplate. A dial indicatorwasusedto measurethealignmentof the shaft.
It wasdeterminedthat theshafthada misalignmentof 0.0004in/in which causedthe
heavyloadingon theleft side. Stainlesssteelshimsof differentthicknesseswereplaced
underthe left beatingblockuntil themisalignmentwasreducedto lessthan0.0001in/in.
At this point the straingagedgearwasagainloadedandtheresultsareshownin Fig.
4.16.
Figure 4.16 showsthat the load is now evenacrossthe tooth. The valuesof
strainat thetwo edgesarenearlyidenticalat all loads. The strainin themiddle of the
tooth is slightly higherdueto planestrainconditionsin thecenterof thetoothandplane
stressconditionsat theedges. The remainderof the testingwascarded out with the
shimsin place.
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Furthertestingandmicroscopicexaminationof 6 teethrevealedthat thecracks
wereinitiating in thecenterof theteethafterthealignmentwasadjusted.This suggests
thatthef'Lxturewasalignedproperlyandno furtheralignmentwasneeded.The fixture
wascheckedperiodicallyusingthis straingagedgearandit was found that even with
somewearon theanvils,thefixturealignmentwassatisfactory.
4.7 Tooth Stresses
The stresses in the teeth were calculated using two methods. The first is by
assuming a state of plane strain and multiplying the measured strains at the center of the
tooth by the modulus of elasticity for steel (30x106 psi). The second method for
calculating the gear tooth stresses was by using a boundary element method in the
program GEARBEM available at Ohio State University. The results of these two
calculations are shown below in Fig. 4.17.
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Thetwo methodsagreeverywell. At a7,000lb loadthestressesagreeto within
2%. Sinceboth methodsassumea linearstress-strainrelationship,thecurvescanbe
extrapolatedto the maximumtestingload of 18,000lb. which correspondsto a root
stressof 335,000psi. This root stress,which is cyclically applied is well abovethe
ultimatestrengthof 9310steel.This impliesthatsomevery largeresidualstressesmust
bepresentto allow fatiguetestingat suchhigh loads. Thepropertiesof the materials
usedin thisresearcharegivenin Table3. All valuesareapproximateandwereobtained
from themanufacturersof thegears.
Material
9310 Steel
Table 4.1 Material Properties of Tested Materials
Surface
Hardness
Core
Hardness
Yield
!Stren[_th
Rc 60-63 Rc 33-41 260 ksi
8620 Steel Rc 58-62 Rc 28-40 230 ksi
4118 Steel Rc 60-62 Rc 32-42 230 ksi
ADI 675 NANA 109 ksi
Ultimate
Strength
290 ksi
270 ksi
270 ksi
124 ksi
Tables A.1 and A.7 in the Appendix show the testing stress, life to crack
initiation (Ni), fatigue propagation lives (Np), total life to failure (Nf), and ratio of
initiation to total life of all of the test gears. The fatigue crack initiation life, Ni, was
determined by the point at which the stiffness of the fixture decreased by 1% if the initial
value. The data shows that the fatigue crack propagation lives of 4118 steel are always
much greater than those in 9310 steel. At lower loads, at which the total fatigue life was
near 1 million cycles, the 4118 gears had one tooth with a crack propagation life of
43,600 cycles with propagation lives near 20,000 cycles being common. The unpeened
7O
9310gears,on theotherhand,hadcrackpropagationlives which neverexceeded1500
cycles. Shotpeeningseemsto haveimprovedthecrackpropagationlife becausesome
shotpeenedgearshadcrackpropagationlivesexceeding4500cycles. This is dueto the
higher residualcompressivestressesin the shotpeenedgearwhich help to retard the
crackgrowth. The total fatiguefivesof the shotpeenedgearswere muchshorterat a
given load than those that were not shotpeened,indicating that the shot peening
proceduremayhavedamagedthesurfaceof thegears.
Figure4.18showstheratioof fatiguecrackpropagationlife to thetotal life for all
of thegearsasobtainedfrom TableG.1andG.7 in AppendixG. The4118, 8620,and
the9310gearsshowthesametrend. At high loads,andlower fatiguelives, thefatigue
crackpropagationlife becomesasignificantportionof thetotal life. In some4118gears
at very high loads, thefatiguecrackpropagationlife wasaround40% of the total life.
However,asthelivesincreasedinto therealmof actualgearingapplications,thefatigue
propagationlife becomesamuchlowerportionof thetotal fatiguelife. As the 1million
cyclerangeis approached,thefatiguecrackpropagationlife becomesonly aboutthe last
10%of thetotal life.
For the9310gears,thecrackpropagationlife wasseldomgreaterthan 10%of
thetotal life evenatveryhigh loads.Thesegearsalsofollowedthetrendthatasthetotal
life increases,thepropagationlife becameanevensmallerportionof thetotal life. Based
on the sensitivity of the instrumentationused,theseresultsimply that for high cycle
fatiguefailurescommonlyfoundin gearing,thelife to initiate a fatiguecrack is much
greaterthanthepropagationfife.
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4.8 Fatigue Life Curves
The gears that were tested during this research include several unpeened 9310
steel gears, two shot peened 9310 steel gears, several 4118 steel gears of three different
root surface finishes, two 8620 steel gears, and an austenitized ductile iron (ADI 675B)
test gear. The resulting fatigue life plots are shown in Fig. 4.19-4.22. Due to lack of
testing time, it was decided to use 106 cycles as a runout. This is not far off from the
run-out of 2x106 used by some industry sponsors. This runout value allowed more time
for testing in the f'mite life region to establish a basic shape for this portion of the curve.
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From Fig. 4.19-4.22, it can be seen that all of the 4118 and 8620 gears have
similar fatigue strengths, while the 9310 steel gears have much higher fatigue strengths.
The ADI gear has fatigue properties similar to the 8620 gears at high loads but appears to
have lower fatigue resistance in the higher cycle portions of the curve near 106 cycles.
From Fig. 4.19 it can be seen that all of the 4118 gears have similar fatigue
strengths at the very high loads, independent of the surface finish. This is to be expected
since low cycle fatigue properties are related to the notch sensitivity of the material. The
notch sensitivity of a material is defined as the maximum stress in a notched specimen
divided by the stresses in a part without a notch loaded similarly. Steels have a relatively
low notch sensitivity to defects smaller than 0.001 in. due to localized yielding which
eliminates stress concentrations at very sharp discontinuities. Thus, fatigue strength for
low cycle fatigue is close to the ultimate strength of the material.
The high cycle fatigue properties of materials are quite different than the low cycle
properties. The small discontinuities caused by machining provide the the perfect spot
for fatigue crack initiation. When the material is stressed below the yield strength, the
area at the tip of a discontinuity experiences a higher stress than the surrounding material
due to stress concentrations. This higher cyclic stress combined with continuous
exposure to the atmosphere, which may oxidize the surface material, provides the perfect
conditions for the initiation of a fatigue crack. Once the crack has initiated, the stress
concentration at the tip of the crack becomes very large and the crack propagates rapidly.
Inspection of Fig. 4.20 reveals that in the realm of high cycle fatigue, the fatigue
life is directly proportional to the size of the discontinuities on the surface (surface
roughness, Ra). The high cycle fatigue properties of the gears with different surface
f'mishes are similar near fatigue lives of 10,000 cycles, but begin to diverge as the fatigue
lives increase.
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The 4118 gears,with surfaceroughnessvalues (Ra) of 0.80 and 1.05_tin.,
4118Aand4118Brespectively,havegreaterfatigueresistanceatthe lower testingloads
thangear4118Cwith asurfaceroughnessof 1.59I.tin. This is evidentwhenthefatigue
lives arecomparedat 177ksi. Groups4118Aand4118Bhaverun-outsat 106eyclesat
this stress,while group4118C fails at approximately13,000cycles. From this small
sampleof data is appearsthat surfaceroughness(Ra) valuesabove1.1 _tin.begin to
significantlyaffectthefatiguelifeof 4118steelgearteeth.
Uponexaminationof Fig 4.21,it is seenthatthe fatiguelife of the 8620gears,
which havea surfaceroughnessof 1.33lainhavefatiguepropertiescomparableto those
of 4118Aand4118B.
TheADI gearhadfatiguelives comparable to the 8620 gears for fatigue stresses
in the range of 170 to 220 ksi but as the load is lowered, and the high cycle fatigue
effects are most prevalent, the ADI gear falls short of the 8620 in fatigue resistance. This
can be explained by looking at the picture from the scanning electron microscope (SEM).
Figure 4.23 Scanning Electron Micrograph of ADI Gear Tooth (500x)
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TheSEMrevealedthatacrackinitiatedatthesurfaceandpropagatedthroughthe
iron matrix betweengraphitenodules.ADI is filled with sphericalgraphitenodulesthat
act asstressraisersto helpinitiateandpropagatefatiguecracks.
Figure 4.20 shows the fatigue life of several 9310 steel gears that were
manufacturedexactlyalikeandheattreatedin thesamebatch.Fourof thegearswasthen
shotpeened.Ratherpeculiarresultswereobtainedin this research.Thefatiguelife of
the shot peenedgearswassignificantly lower than that of the unpeenedgears. The
fatigue strengthat root stressesof roughly280 ksi. wasreducedfrom a run-outat 106
cyclesin the9310groupto afailureat 3x104cyclesin theshotpeenedgears.
Onepossiblecausefor thereductionin fatiguelife is that the gearswere over
peenedor peenedat to high an intensity andthe shotpeeningprocesscreatedsmall
microcrackson thesurfaceof thepart. Thesemicrocracksactasfatiguecrack initiation
sites,thusreducingthefatiguelife of thepart.
Chapter V
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Conclusions
The SAE single tooth bending fatigue fixture used in this research in conjunction
with a hydraulic fatigue testing machine produced very consistent results. The fixture
uses a common shaft to mount the gear, stationary support anvil, and the oscillating
testing anvil. This configuration allows very good reproducibility of the tests with little
data scatter.
One problem with the fixture is the lack of any method of aligning the anvils
across the face width of the gear teeth. This causes a built in misalignment in the fixture
if the machining tolerances are not strictly enforced. This misalignment causes edge
loading on the tooth face when uncrowned gears are tested, and incorrect fatigue data
results.
The fixture was aligned by placing shims under the bearing blocks. Using a
strain gaged g .e,,3rfor a standard, it was determined that the misalignment was eliminated.
Several gear materials and surface finish conditions were investigated. The gear
materials tested were 4118 steel, 8620 steel, 9310 steel, shot peened 9310 steel, and
austenitized ductile iron 675, and the 8620 gears were manufactured to three different
root surface finishes.
Fatigue life curves for all gears were plotted. It was determined that the fully
ground 9310 gears, which had the best surface finish, also had the best fatigue resistance
to a zero to maximum fatigue loading cycle.
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All of the 9310 gearswere manufacturedfrom the sameheat of steel and
carburizedtogether. After heattreating,four of thesegearswere shotpeened. The
resultsof this processwerequitepeculiar. The shotpeenedgearsshowedmuchlower
fatigueresistancethantheunpeenedgears.
It wasproposedthatthegearsmayhavebeenover-peenedor peenedattoo great
an intensity,andthismayhavecausedmicrocracksonor nearthesurface.Theseresults
requirefurther investigationto determinetheexactcauseof thereduction in life dueto
shotpeening.
Severalnondestructivemethodswereusedin thisresearchto determinethepoint
at whicha fatiguecrackinitiatedin theroot of a geartooth. A 9310gearwascyclically
loadeduntil a fatiguecrackhadinitiated. Thiscrackwasnotvisible whenthe loadwas
removed,butwhenthemaximumtestingloadwasapplied,thecrackextendedacrossthe
entirefacewidth andwas0.031indeep.
A visible dye penetrantwas used to inspect the flawed gear tooth and no
indicationswereobserved.Whentheloadwasremoved,thecrackclosedupsotightly
that the dyecould not penetratethecrack, it wasconcludedthat if dye penetrantsare
used,thegearshouldbeloadedduringtheentireinspectionprocess.
Ultrasonic testingwasalsousedto inspectthedamagedgear. The ultrasonic
methodalsoshowednorelevantindicationsduetotheverytightcrackclosure. Theeddy
current,andmagneticparticleinspectionmethodswerealsousedto inspecttheflawed
gearwithout success.It wasdeterminedthatthecrackclosessotightly thattheelectrical
conductivity nearthecrackedregionis notsignificantlyaltered,andtestswhich usethe
electricalpropertiesof thematerialshownoindicationsof flawsin thisregion.
Onepossiblemethodof detectingtheflaw is to completethesetestswith thegear
tooth underload. Dueto thelimited accessto thegearwhenit is in thefixture andthe
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safety hazards associated with the high testing loads required, none of these tests were
carded out with the tooth under load.
One method which was used with great success was a stiffness method. This
method consisted of measuring the force applied to the testing fixture and the resulting
acceleration of the system. These two signals were input to a spectrum analyzer and the
system stiffness was monitored. It was determined that a drop in the system stiffness
corresponded with the initiation of a fatigue crack. The stiffness changes for different
materials were investigated.
From the system stiffness data, it was discovered that the fatigue life
corresponding to fatigue crack propagation was only about 10% of the total fatigue life in
the high cycle fatigue range typical of gearing designs. As the total life of the part
increases, the portion of the life corresponding to fatigue crack propagation decreases.
This data suggests that for high cycle fatigue more attention should be focused on
initiation rather than propagation.
One other method that was used to determine fatigue crack initiation was acoustic
emission (AE). This involved mounting a sensor on the gear to be tested and monitoring
the area where a fatigue crack was expected. High frequency stress waves, or AE,
produced by the gear during deformation signified the initiation of a fatigue crack. This
method worked well at predicting the initiation of fatigue cracks in all materials tested,
and acoustic emissions correlated very well with the growth of fatigue cracks.
When testing the crowned 8620 gears, the acoustic emissions began several
thousand cycles before the fatigue crack could be detected visually. The emission rate
was constant at the beginning of initiation, rose gradually to higher value and remained
constant at this higher rate during fatigue crack growth. The emission rate then rose very
sharply near final fracture. The AE counts correlated very well with the crack length.
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For the9310gears,therewerenoemissionsduringtestinguntil apoint whenthe
toothsuddenlycrackedmakinganaudiblesoundlike snappingonesfinger. At this time,
the AE count rose abruptly, and a crack in the root of the gear was present. It was
typically 0.02-0.04 in deep and extended across the entire face width. This phenomena
occurred in all 9310 gears tested.
It is proposed that the failure is initiating beneath the surface at the case-core
interface and the snap that is heard is the crack rapidly propagating through the case
material to the surface. More testing is needed to determine the exact initiation
mechanism and failure mode.
Acoustic emissions seems to be a very good method of determining when a crack
is initiating in the root of a gear tooth. The only real difficulty with the method is that it is
very sensitive to mechanical noise such as fluid flow through valves, and bearing friction
noise. This noise can be reduced by attaching damping material to the gear surface. This
reduces the oscillations of the gear and reduced the AE counts related to the noise.
Damping material also allows the AE instrument gain to be increased by 3 dB, increasing
the sensitivity, without the AE signal being contaminated by mechanical noise.
5.2 Recommendati0n_
The f'n-st recommendation is that the effect of load position on the test tooth be
investigated. If the loading location turns out to not be a critical factor, a rubber or plastic
spacer could be used in place of the needle bearings inside the gear to allow some
deflection and eliminate the binding effect when the gear tooth deflects. Second, a
complete metallurgical study should be undertaken to determine the cause of the reduction
in fatigue strength in the shot peened 9310 test gears. Third, more data should be taken
in the high cycle fatigue fatigue range near 1 million cycles to obtain an estimate of the
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fatigueendurancelimits of thematerialsbeingtestedandto studythefatiguelife curves
nearthetransitionfrom finite to infinite life.
Acoustic emissions should be used to determine the point at which to stop a test
and investigate the size of the initial fatigue crack. If the initial crack size could be
determined, a fracture mechanics method could be used to very accurately predict fatigue
crack propagation. Some other methods of locating and measuring fatigue cracks such as
AC field methods and acetate tape methods could also be investigated.
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Appendix B
Lead and Profile Checks
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Figure B.1 Profile Checks for a 4118 Test Gear
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Figure B.2 Lead checks for a 4118 Test Gear
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Figure B.3 Surface Topography of a 4118 Test Gear
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Figure B.6 Surface Topography of an 8620 Test Gear
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Figure B.8 Lead Checks for a 9310 Test Gear
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RootSurfaceFinishMeasurements
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Ft - Analgsis
F2 - Graph
F3 - Dump
F4 - Expand
F5 - Exclude
I Mode Cut Off Fi!ter Reference Ignore
ROUgHnESSt e.25--I ZSO I COHCAVEI e _ I
GEAR _ RSX??68 ROOT I I
,x h
J..... _:....... ___
"-" V I :
Peak To Ualle_ -- £.5:'8up
TIRE: 9:53
I_ATE: 3-NAY-92 -J- 1la_. l°r-H°bs°nl
FI - Analgsis
I _oOe Cut Off Filter Reference Ignore
ROUGHNESS I 8.25 mml ISO I CONCAVE 8 _
GEA; [, RSX7768 £:001 ] I
Rim = 4.584 um RA_IU_ = 1.982 mm Ea = i.e53 ul
Rpi = 2.488 ua _ia,eter : 3 s85 iB RR : 1.353 ul
Rg = 5.998 um to = 1.286 mt Rsk = mS
RII = 3.438 um R_ = 3.918 um Rku = 2.9
Rt2 = 5.998 um Rv = 2.618 ul _elq = 4.55 Deg
RI3 = 5.578 u_ Rt = _.528 um Latq = 186.952 um
Rt4 = 3.471 um S = 34.2_5 um
EA5 = 4.442 uu $i = 195.235 uu
TIHE: 9:53
r _
DATE: 3-flAY-92 -2- {Iavlor-Hobsonl
Figure C.I Root Surface Finish Measurement for a 4118 Gear
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F3 - Dump
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I Mode Cut OFF FiTter ReFerence l_nore ]
ROUGHNESS J 8.88 n I ]SO I STR_]GHTJ $ _ I
GERR C SKSG249-SG8 ROOT 3 i
4.3(;5 um
-5,653 um
TInE: 9:33
lATE: 3-B_Y-92
Peak 1o Ualle9 = le.el7 um
-I- [TaV Ior-Hobsonl
FI - finalgsis
node Cu_ OFF J Fi]_er I Reference I Ignore I
ROUGHNESS _ 8.88 mm ] |SO I STRAIGHT] 8
GEaR C SKSG249-5G8 ROOT 3
Rtm = ?.636 ua SLOPE : .75 beg Ra : 1,347 um
Rpa = 3.787 um Rq = 1,679 um
RV : 9.119 um Lo : 3.998 am Rsk : -.3
R11 = 8.728 uJ Rp = 4.3G5 um Rku = 2.9
Rt2 = 6.714 u|- Rv = 5.6_3 UI Delq = 4.45 beg
Rt3 : ?,935 um R! = 1e.817 um lauq : 135,451 ut
R14 = 5.69_ um $ : 59.644 um
Rt5 = 9.119 U| SI : |661918 UI
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)_TE: 3-H_Y-92
"2- [Tavior-HobsonI
Figure C.2 Root Surface Finish Measurement for an 8620 Gear
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F] - Analysis
F2 - Graph
F3 - Dump
F4 - Expand
F5 - Exclude
Mode Cut Off Filler Reference Ignore
ROUGHNESS I 688 n l ISO I STRAIGNTI 8 _ j
GEAR 8 SKSG249-SG8 S\H 3G ROOT 45 i
.791 um
-1.564 um
Peak To Ua]le_ = 2,355 ui
TIME: 9:IG
i_TE: 3-MAY-92 -i- (Tavior-Hobson[
FI - Analysis
Mode Cul Off Filter Reference Ignore
ROUGHNESS I 888 m_ I ISO I STRnIGNTI 6 %
GEAR 6 SK5624_-$60 S',N36 ROOT _S
Rtl = 1.748 ue SLOPE = ,18 Deg Ra = .287 um
Rpm = .63] um Rq = .272 um
R9 = 2.659 um Lo = 3.999 mm Rsk : -.7
Rtl = 1.519 um Rp - ,791 um Rku = 4.8
Rt2 = |.SGS um Rv = 1,564 um _elq = 2,8l _e9
Rt3 = 1.887 uu Rt = 2.35S uu Lamq = 34,918 um
Rt4 = 2.059 um S = 17.391 um
R15 = 1,668 um Sm : 35.685 um
TIME: 9:16
IATE: 3-BAY-92 -2- iTavlor-Hobsonl
Figure C.3 Root Surface Finish Measm'ement for a 9310 Gear
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Appendix E
Computer Program for Remote Operation
of Wavetek 5820 Spectrum Analyzer
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460 SET DIALOG
470 CLEAR
480 PRINT "SETTING UP 5820 SPECTRUM ANALYZER ...N
490 PRINT @3:'SET FRONT PANEL REMOTE"
500 PRINT @3:'SET READOUT REMOTE"
510 PRINT @3:'TEXT"
520 PRINT @3:'5820 DATA ACQUISITION ROUTINE"
530 PRINT @3:" "
540 SLEEP 1
550 PRINT @3:" JEFF WHEITNER"
560 SLEEP 1
570 FOR I = I TO 8
580 SLEEP 0.25
590 PRINT @3:" "
600 NEXT I
610 SLEEP 10
620 PRINT @3:A$ ' .... TERMINATE TEXT MODE ....
630 PRINT @3:"SET READOUT LOCAL"
640 PRINT @3:"VIEW TRANSFER FUNCTION MAGNITUDE"
650 PRINT @3:"VIEW TRANSFER FUNCTION PHASE"
660 PRINT @3:"SET AVERAGER MODE SPECTRUM"
670 PRINT @3:'SET AMPLITUDE READOUT POWER"
680 PRINT @3:'SET N 2"
690 PRINT @3:'CURSOR I0"
I00 ! FATIGUE TESTING DATA PROGRAM FOR THE WAVETEK 5820
110 '
120 ' SPECTRUM ANALYZER.
130 '
140 ! BY
150 !
160 l JEFF WHEITNER
170 !
180 !
190 ! THIS PROGRAM USES A TIMER ROUTINE TO COLLECT FATIGUE TESTING DATA
200 ! FROM A WAVETEK 5820 SPECTRUM ANALYZER. AN ACCELEROMETER IS MOUNTED
210 ! TO THE SOLENOID OF THE MTS 810 MATERIAL TEST SYSTEM AND ITS
220 ] SIGNAL IS INPUT TO CHANNEL A OF THE 5820. THE MTS LOAD SIGNAL
230 ! IS CONNECTED TO CHANNEL B. THE PROGRAM WILL SET UP THE 5820
240 ! VIA THE GPIB (IEEE 488) INTERFACE. THE PROGRAM WILL DISPLAY
250 ! AND READ THE TRANSFER FUNCTION F/A(iw) DURING THE TEST. THE
260 ! DATA WILL THEN BE STORED ON THE HARD DISK (C:).
270 '
280 '
290 X = 1
300 AS = CHR$(3)
310 DIM G$[10] (50)
320 DIM Amp!5000!
330 DIM Cyc[5000]
340 CLEAR
350 PRINT "5820 DATA ACQUITION ROUTINE"
360 PRINT ....
370 PRINT " BY JEFF WHEITNER"
380 FOR J = 1 TO 6
390 PRINT ''
400 NEXT J
410 INPUT PROMPT "INPUT GEAR NUMBER: ":G$[I]
420 INPUT PROMPT "INPUT MAX TESTING LOAD (ib): ":G$[2]
430 INPUT PROMPT "INPUT TESTING FREQUENCY (Hz): ":G$[3]
440 INPUT PROMPT "INPUT ANY OTHER PARAMETERS: ":G$[4]
450 INPUT PROMPT "INPUT DATA FILENAME WITHOUT EXTENSION (.DAT USED): ":G$[5]
700 PRINT @3:"SETVERTICALSCALELINEAR"
705 PRINT @3:"SETREFERENCEA 8.2E-01"
710 PRINT @3:"AUTORANGE=
720 SLEEP 30
730 SET GPIB END 1024+44
735 PRINT @3:'SET FRONT PANEL LOCAL"
740 CLEAR
750 INPUT PROMPT "PRESS RETURN TO START TEST':Durmny$
755 PRINT @3:'SET FRONT PANEL REMOTE"
760 CLEAR
770 PRINT ""
780 PRINT ""
790 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO STOP TEST"
810 Tini$ = TIME
820 TS$ = SEG$(Tini$,7,2)
830 Ts = VAL(Ts$)
840 Tm$ = SEG$(Tini$,4,2)
850 Tm = VAL(Tm$)
860 Th$ = SEG$(Tini$,I,2)
870 Th = VAL(Th$)
880 Tini = Ts+Tm*60+Th*3600
890 PRINT @3:"READ CURSOR BOTTOM"
900 INPUT @3:Ao$
910 Ao = VAL(Ao$)
920 Cyc[l] = 1
930 Amp[l] = Ao
940 '
950 ON KEY GOTO 1480
960 ' AVERAGE AMPLITUDE RATIO SUBROUTINE
970 PRINT "AVERAGING TRANSFER FUNCTION ..."
980 Av = i000
990 DO WHILE Av>Ao-I.0
1000 Tot = 0
i010 FOR X = 1 TO 5
1020 PRINT @3:"READ CURSOR BOTTOM"
1030 INPUT @3:AI$
1040 A1 = VAL(AI$)
1050 PRINT "AI=';AI
1060 Tot = Tot+Al
1070 SLEEP 6
1080 NEXT X
1090 Av = Tot/5
ii00 PRINT "AVERAGE=';Av
iii0 LOOP
1120 X = X+I
1130 ! READ N,A AFTER CRACK IS PRESENT
1140 PRINT "TRANSFER FUNCTION IS DROPPING"
1150 PRINT ""
1160 PRINT "DATA ACQUISITION STARTED ..."
1170 PRINT @3:"READ CURSOR BOTTOM"
1180 INPUT @3:A$
1190 Amp[X] = VAL(A$)
1200 E$ = TIME
1210 GOSUB 1360
1220 Cyc[X] = (Etime-Tini)*10
1230 PRINT Cyc[X],Amp[X]
1240 SLEEP 1
1250 IF Amp[X]>50 THEN
1260 SLEEP 3
1270 X = X+I
lO0
1280 GOTO 1170
1290 END IF
1300 PRINT @3:'SET FRONT PANEL LOCAL"
1310 OFF KEY
1320 GOSUB 1740
1330 END I PROGRAM END
1340 '
1350 '
1360 ! TIMER SUBROUTINE
1370 l
1380 Es$ = SEG$(E$,7,2)
1390 Es = VAL(Es$)
1400 Em$ = SEG$(E$,4,2)
1410 Em = VAL(Em$)
1420 Eh$ = SEG$(E$,I,2)
1430 Eh = VAL(Eh$)
1440 Etime = Es+60*Em+3600*Eh
1450 RETURN
1460 '
1470 i
1480 ' STOP SUBROUTINE
1490 PRINT @3:'READ CURSOR BOTTOM _
1500 INPUT @3:Finamp$
1510 E$ = TIME
1520 GOSUB 1380
1530 Tfin = Etime
1540 X = X+I
1550 Cyc[X] = (Tfin-Tini)*10
1560 INPUT PROMPT "PRESS RETURN TO RESTART TEST":Dummy$
1570 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO STOP TEST"
1580 ON KEY GOTO 1480
1590 DO WHILE Av>Ao-0.5
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
Tot = 0
FOR X = 1 TO 3
PRINT @3:'READ CURSOR BOTTOM"
INPUT @3:A25
A2 : VAL(A2$)
! PRINT A2
Tot = Tot+A2
SLEEP 2
NEXT X
Av = Tot/3
PRINT "AVERAGE=';Av
GOTO 1130
I
I
REM ....... STORE DATA TO DISK
PRINT "STORING DATA IN FILE: ";G$[5];'.DAT
Dsk$ = "C:" & G$[5] & ".dat"
CLOSE
OPEN #1:Dsk$,'U"
PRINT #1:G$
FOR K = 1 TO X
PRINT #1:Cyc[K],',',Amp[K]
NEXT K
CLOSE
RETURN
DRIVE C ...
101
Appendix F
Acoustic Emission Transducer Sensitivity
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Appendix G
Fatigue Life Data
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Table G.1 Fatigue Life Data for 4118A
Stress Ni Cycles, Nf Np
224532.000 12800.000 14735.000 1935.000
187110.000 112200.000 125810.000 13610.000
187110.000 74500.000 97880.000 23380.000
187110.000 114200.000 123250.000 9050,000
177754.500 433000.000 476630.000 43630.000
187110.000 78600.000 97000.000 18400.000
205821.000 19200.000 27560.000 8360.000
205821.000 39400.000 48300.000 8900.000
224532.000 12750.000 16280.000 3530.000
%Nf
0.131
0.1 08
0.239
0.073
0.092
0.190
0.303
0.1 84
0.217
Table G.2 Fatigue Life Data for 4118B
Stress Ni Cycles, Nf Np
205821.000 22500.000 29850.000
187110.000 25750.000 37090.000
187110.000 40700.000 52010.000
177754.500 86800.000 95900.000
168399.000 187000.000 202230.000
177754.500 154300.000 173800.000
224532.000 10400.000 14390.000
224532.000 9000.000 12750.000
205821.000 22100.000 31170.000
7350.000
11340.000
11310.000
9100.000
15230.000
19500.000
3990.000
3750.000
9070.000
%Nf
0.246
0.306
0.217
0.095
0.075
0.112
0.277
0.294
0.291
Table G.3 Fatigue Life Data for 4118C
106
Stress Ni Cycles, NI Np
187110.000 42500.000 56210.000 13710.000
187110.000 53090.000
205821.000 18300.000 28490.000 10190.000
224532.000 6250.000 12010.000 5760.000
205821.000 29300.000 38150.000 8850.000
177754.500 64200.000 75900.000 11700.000
177754.500 55980.000
168399.000 120100.000 142120.000 22020.000
168399.000 94300.000 107270,000 12970.000
224532.000 6200.000 10370.000 4170.000
%Nf
0.244
0.358
0,480
0.232
0.154
0.155
0,121
0.4O2
Table G.4 Fatigue Life Data for 9310
Stress
336798.000
336798.000
336798.000
336798.000
336798.000
336798.000
318087.000
318087.000
318O87.O00
318087.000
299376.000
299376.000
299376.0O0
299376.000
280665.000
Ni Cycles, Nf Np
14300.000
21500.000
33400.000
37400.000
516800.000
20600.000
17200.000
10670.000
14940.000
22320.000
31000.000
87290,000
3479O.000
38720.000
18740.000
58O8O0,000
179000.000
51798O,O0O
115790.000
1000000.000
640.000
820.000
1390.000
1320.000
1180.000
%Nf
0.043
0,037
0,040
0.034
0.002
107
Stress
Table G.5 Fatigue Life Data for 9310P
Ni Cycles, Nf Np
336798.000 7620.000
336798.000 7000.000 8010.000 1010.000
318087.000 9900.000 10930.000 1030.000
318087.000 13050.000 14610.000 1560.000
299376.000 17600.000 19090.000 1490.000
299376.000 15950.000 17480.000 1530.000
280665.000 27600.000 32120.000 4520.000
280665.000 27300.000 29480.000 2180.000
261954.000 69740.000 72720.000 2980.000
261954.000 61000.000
261954.000 53710.000
243243.000 1000000.000
%Nf
0.126
0.094
0.107
0.078
0.088
0.141
0.074
0.041
Table G.6 Fatigue Life Data for 8620
Stress
Ni CYCLES, Nf Np
224532.000 5600.000 9940.000
224532.000 5200.000 8370.000 3170.000
205821.000 14120.000 20060.000 5940.000
205821.000 14700.000 18390.000 3690.000
187110._00 57200.000 63770.000 6570.000
187110.000 35000.000 43740.000 8740.000
177754.500 88860.000
177754.500 134200.000 145620.000 11420.000
168399.000 1000000.000
%Nf
0.379
0.296
0.201
0.103
0.200
0.078

